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In late 2008 the New Zealand National Party formed a new government. By early 2009 this 
government had rescinded the New Zealand government aid programme’s Semi-
Autonomous Body (SAB) status and changed the aid programme’s policy settings from 
poverty elimination to a core focus on economic development/growth. This Working Paper 
examines these changes. A history of NZAID is provided, including why the agency was 
established and what it ‘looked’ like in 2008 in relation to policy, structure and audits. 
Information surrounding the ‘review’ of NZAID in 2009 is examined, leading to the 
conclusion that there was no review, contrary to the commitment in the 2008 National Party 
Foreign Affairs Policy. Despite the absence of a review, significant changes were made to the 
New Zealand government aid programme. Five potential reasons for these changes are 
explored: concerns from the 2005 ‘Ministerial Review of Progress in Implementing 2001 
Cabinet Recommendations Establishing NZAID’ (Waring Ministerial Review), a perspective 
that economic growth was a better focus than poverty elimination, concerns that NZAID was 
ineffective, issues of financial management and accountability, and a desire to align aid 
policy more closely with non-aid foreign policy. The Working Paper shows that none of these 
reasons bear scrutiny and determines that the most likely reason for the changes was a 
desire to implement a ‘doing well while doing good’ approach to New Zealand aid policy. 
This approach aims to use aid to improve New Zealand’s economic and security status, at 
the same time as assisting developing countries to achieve their development goals. In 
practice, the weighting of these dual goals inevitably tends towards New Zealand’s self-
centred interests, leading to inefficient aid policy of low quality. This Working Paper 
concludes with a call for more dialogue and discussion of these issues, in order to grow a 
New Zealand government aid programme that best helps the world’s poorest people. 
  

                                                           
1 NZADDs working papers do not necessarily reflect the views of NZADDs or its Steering Committee 

members. Views expressed within NZADDs papers are solely those of the paper’s author(s). Other 

NZADDs working papers can be read online at: http://nzadds.org.nz/publications/ 
2 Jo Spratt would like to thank NZADDs members and others who provided comment on this Working 

Paper. Responsibility for all errors or inadequacies that remain lies solely with Jo. Further feedback is 

appreciated and should be directed to Jo. 
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1. Introduction 

In 2009 significant changes were made to the New Zealand government aid programme, 

then called NZAID. This Working Paper is predominantly about the two changes that made 

the headlines: the demise of NZAID as a dedicated aid and development agency; and the 

removal of poverty elimination as a core focus for New Zealand Official Development 

Assistance (ODA). An exploration of the reasons for these changes brings to the fore the 

tensions between aid foreign policy and non-aid foreign policy. 

 

Few established New Zealand organisations working in international aid and development 

supported the 2009 changes. There was no call for change from those who received New 

Zealand ODA or international institutions that peer reviewed the New Zealand government’s 

aid efforts. The National Party 2008 election Foreign Affairs Policy highlighted that a review 

of effectiveness and efficiency would be conducted if the National Party won the election. 

But significant structural and policy change was not signalled. Within five months of gaining 

power, the National Party-led government had driven these changes through, without the 

promised review. This was a bolt from the blue. 

 

This Working Paper3 uses publically available information, and information obtained under 

the Official Information Act 1982 (OIA) and through conversations with a variety of 

stakeholders, to first explore whether or not a review of the New Zealand government aid 

programme took place in 2009. This exploration shows that no such review occurred. 

Following this, examination turns to the reasons for change provided by the National Party-

led government in 2009. This Working Paper concludes that the most likely reason for the 

changes was a desire to implement a ‘doing well while doing good’ approach to New 

Zealand aid policy: to align aid closely with non-aid foreign policy so that it simultaneously 

improves New Zealand’s economic and security status, and assists developing countries to 

achieve their development goals. From the perspective that aid is solely for the benefit of 

the poor in developing countries, this approach is inefficient and lowers the quality of the 

New Zealand government aid programme. This is something that a review would have made 

apparent if one had been undertaken. This Working Paper concludes with thoughts about 

what this means for the future of the New Zealand government aid programme. 

 

Some might claim that the time has past to examine these changes and how they were 

justified. A document such as this could be viewed as merely kicking up dust that had 

already settled. Yet the way in which the changes were made, particularly their lack of 

foundation in evidence and broad consultation, demands recording in one place. An 

examination of the changes and why they were made can encourage and support careful 

consideration about what it is that New Zealanders value in the New Zealand government 

aid programme, and how New Zealand can best create and maintain a government aid 

programme that maximally contributes to improving the quality of life for people who suffer 

poverty. 
                                                           
3 The title ‘Working Paper’ implies that this document is a work in progress. It is. Your comments, 

ideas and information are welcome. Please direct them to the author.  
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Prior to engaging in the content of this Working Paper, the reader is directed to Appendix 

One, where key concepts or terms used in this Working Paper are defined. These definitions 

cover: aid, development, policy coherence, foreign policy alignment, economic 

development/growth, and aid policy and non-aid foreign policy. The definitions are drawn 

from the literature on international aid and development. They provide the reader with an 

understanding of the foundations for the author’s perspective on international aid and 

development. Suffice to state here, the author believes that the most effective and efficient 

government aid programme is that which is solely focussed on achieving the development 

goals of the poorest people in developing countries. The author believes that this will lead to 

benefits for New Zealand too, in a more equitable, peaceful and prosperous world. 

 

Before the 2009 changes to the New Zealand government aid programme are examined, it is 

necessary to provide some historical context for the changes. 

2. About NZAID 

This section gives historical overview of the New Zealand government aid programme, with 

the focus on NZAID. This overview covers whey NZAID was established, NZAID policy and 

structure, and the 2007 audit situation. This overview is provided because it is important to 

ground what happened in 2009 in history: an understanding of what has gone before can 

enable better comprehension of the current situation.  

2.1 History 
New Zealand has been giving ODA since the end of World War II in three broad areas: aid to 

Pacific Island countries, bilateral aid to Asia and multilateral aid.4  The roots of New 

Zealand’s current-day aid programme go back to the turn of the 20th Century, when New 

Zealand took on colonial era responsibility for the Cook Islands and Niue, and then 

developed similar relationships with Western Samoa and Tokelau.5 New Zealand’s focus on 

the Pacific region has increased over time, particularly since the 1980s. New Zealand ODA to 

Asia has fluctuated from its beginnings under the Colombo Plan (1950) in the post-World 

War II era when Asia was a key priority (particularly India, Pakistan and Ceylon)6, depending 

on differing priorities and approaches. International organisations and multilateral 

institutions, such as UN agencies, have consistently benefitted from New Zealand 

government aid support, more clearly guided by an NZAID assessment process developed in 

2004. 

 

Up until 2002 the government entity that administered the bulk of New Zealand aid was a 

section/department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (formerly Department of 

External Affairs). This entity had a variety of ‘titles’ over time: EAC, DAD, DCD and finally DEV 

- the Development Cooperation Division of MFAT. The government aid programme and the 

                                                           
4 Grossman and Lees, 2001, Towards Excellence in Aid Delivery: A review of NZ’s Official Development 

Assistance Programme, Report of the Ministerial Review Team, NZ Government: Wellington. 
5 Ibid. 
6 NZAID, 2004, Asia Strategy, NZAID: Wellington. 
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aid it administered were referred to as New Zealand Official Development Assistance 

(NZODA). In 2002 the New Zealand Agency for International Development (NZAID) was 

created, and the name referred to both the agency and the funds. 

 

Other New Zealand government agencies also administer small amounts of ODA. In 2008, 

7.4 per cent of New Zealand ODA was administered by several other Government agencies 

in the form of subscriptions to international organisations, the New Zealand Defence Forces 

in the form of emergency relief work, and the Department of Immigration in assistance to 

refugees.7 

 

Over the years the New Zealand aid programme underwent several reviews. The 

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Development Assistance 

Committee (DAC) carries out regular peer reviews of all OECD DAC member aid 

programmes. These have taken place approximately every five years up to 2010. The NZ 

government also conducted reviews. In 1986 there was a Ministerial Review of the Division 

for Development Cooperation and in 1990 the Parliamentary Foreign Affairs, Defence and 

Trade Select Committee undertook a review of NZODA. An independent assessment of the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade’s (MFAT’s) culture and management was undertaken in 

2001, relevant to the aid programme given that at that point in time it was part of MFAT.  

 

The most significant changes from any review came following the 2001 Ministerial Review of 

NZODA, entitled ‘Towards Excellence in Aid Delivery’ (Towards Excellence Review). This 

Review led to the creation of the semi-autonomous body NZAID. Ex-National Party 

parliamentarian, Dr. Marilyn Waring, conducted a follow-up review of NZAID’s development 

in 2005, entitled the ‘Ministerial Review of Progress in Implementing 2001 Cabinet 

Recommendations Establishing NZAID’ (Waring Ministerial Review).  

2.2 The Reason for NZAID 
The current Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Minister McCully, put forward his 

perspective as to why NZAID had been created in his speech to the NZ Institute of 

International Affairs in 2009: 

 

“For those who wish to characterize the decisions I announce today as "political" I 

simply remind you that the current semi-autonomous NZAID structure is entirely a 

creature of politics… It was the price of a political coalition deal between the Labour 

Party and the Alliance back in 2002, and any claim to greater purity of origin than that 

is simply not supported by the facts.”8 

 

                                                           
7 OECD DAC, 2010, New Zealand DAC Peer Review 2010, OECD: Paris, p. 40. 
8 McCully, M., Minister for Foreign Affairs, 2009, Speech to the New Zealand Institute of International 

Affairs, Accessed on 7 June 2011 at: http://www.beehive.govt.nz/speech/speech-new-zealand-

institute-international-affairs-0 
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Yet the decision to create NZAID was not purely political. There were clear signs that the 

New Zealand government aid programme was in need of change, highlighted by external 

reviews. 

 

The OECD DAC Peer Review of New Zealand in 2000 outlined significant weaknesses in the 

aid programme. These included: 

 the lack of a clear policy direction and country frameworks 

 an aid programme structure and staff skill mix that hindered the delivery of effective 

aid in integrated, coordinated and partner-led contexts 

 a need to focus aid expenditure on the underlying sources of poverty, including 

basic education compared to a heavy investment in scholarships at the time 

 the need for a strategic approach to staffing, including clear signals and incentives 

from senior management regarding the value of development knowledge and 

experience within MFAT 

 a need to reduce the large number of activities and bilateral partners (19 main 

partners), as well as the support to 40 multilateral organisations with some 

relatively small contributions.9 

 

Further to this, one year later, the 2005 Towards Excellence Review, commissioned by the 

New Zealand government, was more forthright in outlining where the New Zealand 

government could improve in its delivery of ODA. While praising individual staff, the 

Towards Excellence Review brought into the light a number of systemic and cultural 

problems that undermined the effective delivery of NZ ODA. The Review’s overall summary 

was that “[w]hat is described in this review by a large number of MFAT staff, stakeholders 

and partners is a failure of systems to support excellence in ODA”.10 

 

Other issues that the Towards Excellence Review described included the below. 

 “Management and staff are pursuing poorly defined development assistance, 

foreign policy and trade objectives. There is a serious confusion of purpose. At the 

implementing end, desk officers are uncertain and concerned about the core 

mission of their work.”11 

 The aid programme had no clear policy or strategic guidance or systems to enable 

decision-making, including how to annually allocate budgets and how to assess 

performance. 

 Best practice did not guide aid design and delivery. 

 There were no clear processes for monitoring and evaluating, so the aid programme 

could not systematically assess where it worked and why. 

 Staff were not selected based on development skills or experience, and the 

rotational system within MFAT meant that institutional knowledge was lost, country 

                                                           
9
 OECD DAC, 2000, New Zealand Peer Review, OECD: Paris, p. 174. 

10 Grossman and Lees, 2001, Towards Excellence in Aid Delivery: A review of NZ’s Official Development 

Assistance Programme, Report of the Ministerial Review Team, NZ Government: Wellington, p. 13. 
11 Ibid., p. 11. 
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programmes could be left without a manager for months, and there was often no 

support for new desk officers who arrived to disorganised files and work plans. 

 Only 25% of contracts were tendered. The remainder were provided on a non-

competitive basis. 

 

It is worthwhile quoting this report at length to gain a full appreciation of the situation in 

2001. 

 

“Foreign Affairs and ODA have distinctly different missions. ODA asks partner 

governments: what are your needs and how can we help them? Foreign Affairs asks: 

what are our needs and how can we advance them? These two missions are not only 

fundamentally different, they can sometimes be in conflict. The mixed missions 

muddy transparency of outcomes resulting in an organisation that cannot find out 

what really works for the achievement of any one goal. It is thereby inhibited in 

learning how to execute its job more effectively. Foreign Affairs requires different 

skills from ODA. Quality development assistance is a profession that is becoming 

increasingly complex and sophisticated. Trainee diplomats are unlikely to provide 

these professional skills. Development assistance needs to operate within a learning 

environment, one that is comfortable with risk-taking, rewards effective innovation, 

learns from failure, encourages debate, is participatory in nature and works through 

active and equal partnership. MFAT does not provide that organisational culture. 

Poverty reduction is not core business of MFAT and given the differences in missions it 

could never be made so. As a fundamental issue of transparency, ODA needs its own 

stream of contestable policy development and advice going directly to a minister.”12 

 

NZODA in 2001 was part of the broader culture of MFAT, which was undergoing 

independent assessment at approximately the same time as the aid programme within it. 

The Secretary13 of Foreign Affairs and Trade instigated an independent review of MFAT’s 

culture and management systems, carried out by an Australian firm, Advanced Dynamics. 

The early findings of this Review highlighted that the Development Cooperation Division 

(DEV) was part of a culture that required substantial change. The Review described an elitist 

culture that did not allow learning or engagement with wider policy thinking. Like other 

reviews it questioned the rotational system of staffing and outlined a need for specialist 

staff in key roles.14  

 

                                                           
12 Ibid., p. 6. 
13 The head of a government agency is generally referred to as the chief executive. The Foreign Affairs 

Act 1988 specifies that the chief executive of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade will be called 

the ‘Secretary of Foreign Affairs and Trade’. Therefore, throughout this Working Paper the title 

‘Secretary’ is used.  
14 Advanced Dynamics, cited in Grossman and Lees, 2001, Towards Excellence in Aid Delivery: A 

review of NZ’s Official Development Assistance Programme, Report of the Ministerial Review Team, 

NZ Government: Wellington, p. 91. 
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Given the findings of these three independent reviews, it is obvious that the shape and form 

of the NZ government aid programme in 2000 was problematic and required action. The 

decision by the Cabinet in 2001 to create NZAID was based on extensive review and analysis 

about how to improve the NZ government aid programme.  

2.2.1 Was NZAID An Improvement on the Past? 

In 2005 two reviews of NZAID were undertaken: a regular five-yearly OECD DAC Peer Review 

and the Waring Ministerial Review. Both reviews pointed out areas for improvement, as 

would be expected for such a new organization. Yet the overall assessment from both was 

that NZAID was working well after just three years of existence. The Waring Ministerial 

Review found that:  

 

“NZAID has established a sound organisational structure and is using its delegated 

powers to develop a professional staffing profile suitable for the needs of a modern 

innovative ODA policy and delivery agency.”15  

 

The 2005 DAC review announced that “[t]he reorientation of New Zealand’s development 

co-operation has been impressive”16 and “[t]he creation of NZAID can be considered a 

success”.17 

2.3 NZAID in 2008 

2.3.1 NZAID Policy Settings 

NZAID’s mission was clear: to eliminate “poverty through development partnerships”, with a 

vision of “a safe and just world free of poverty”.18 The overarching policy document 

‘Towards a Safe and Just World Free of Poverty’ outlined four strategic outcomes that NZAID 

was working towards: 

1. fulfilment of basic needs 

2. sustainable livelihoods 

3. sustainable and equitable development 

4. safe, just and inclusive societies. 

 

Poverty was clearly defined by NZAID, encompassing global understanding of what 

constituted poverty as well as being Pacific relevant, including basic needs poverty, poverty 

of opportunity and vulnerability to poverty.19  

 

A comprehensive suite of policies that guided the work of NZAID complemented these high-

level policy settings. Policies encompassed trade, education and health, through to 

                                                           
15 Waring, M., 2005, Ministerial Review of Progress in Implementing 2001 Cabinet 

Recommendations Establishing NZAID, Wellington, p. 58. 
16 OECD DAC, 2005, DAC Peer Review of New Zealand, OECD: Paris, p. 12. 
17

 Ibid., p. 10. 
18

 NZAID, 2002, Towards a Safe and Just World Free of Poverty, Policy Statement, Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs and Trade: Wellington, p. 7. 
19

 Ibid. 
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economic growth and livelihoods. The agency clearly recognised the importance of 

economic growth and the private sector. 

 

“… NZAID recognises that a robust and vibrant private sector is vital for an improved 

quality of life in its partner countries and is a necessary condition for reducing poverty 

sustainably. NZAID considers that growth is important for poverty reduction but that 

it is necessary to see this translated into benefits for poor people rather than just 

economies.”20  

 

As well as thematic policy areas, NZAID took action to ensure that issues that cut across all 

areas of development, such as addressing the different needs of men and women (gender) 

and human rights, were integrated into every activity that the aid programme undertook. 

Tools were designed to guide staff as to how to analyse and integrate these ‘cross-cutting’ 

issues at all stages of the programme life-cycle (feasibility, design, implementation, 

monitoring, evaluation). 

 

In relation to the Pacific, NZAID’s Pacific Strategy 2007-2015 outlined a comprehensive 

approach to NZAID’s work in the Pacific, given that the Pacific region was the core 

geographical focus of the agency. This Strategy articulated that the agency would work to: 

strengthen governance, achieve broad-based economic growth and improved livelihoods, 

improve education and health, and reduce vulnerability and build resilience. The Pacific 

Strategy 2007-2015 also articulated that NZAID would be working towards supporting fewer, 

larger activities, over longer periods of time.21  

 

As global thinking about aid evolved, NZAID refined its operating principles, particularly to 

implement the Paris Declaration (2005) and Accra Agenda for Action (2008). These two 

documents outlined key principles that underpin effective aid practice, including: 

harmonisation of donors (donors working together in a coordinated fashion), alignment of 

donor activities with partner (developing) country plans, partner (developing) country 

ownership, working to achieve results and mutual accountability.22  

 

As the 2005 New Zealand DAC Peer Review noted “the new agency has created a range of 

new policies and systematic capacities and a strong culture of results-based programming 

and implementation”.23 

2.3.2 NZAID and Foreign Policy 

NZAID was created to manage the blurred priorities of aid and non-aid foreign policy. The 

focus of NZAID was about the long-term development vision to “create a safe and just world, 

                                                           
20

 OECD DAC, 2005, DAC Peer Review of New Zealand, OECD: Paris, p. 38 
21 NZAID, 2007, Pacific Strategy 2007 – 2015, Te Ara Tupu – The Pathway of Growth: Tackling Poverty 

in Our Region, NZAID: Wellington, pp. 24-26. 
22 OECD, 2005/2008, The Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness and the Accra Agenda for Action, 

OECD: Paris. 
23 OECD DAC, 2005, New Zealand Peer Review, OECD: Paris, p. 10. 
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free of poverty”. This clear focus on development was a response to the past situation, as 

highlighted in the 2001 Towards Excellence Revew: 

 

“Various High Commission staff described the purpose of ODA as advancing New 

Zealand’s strategic interests, securing in-country relationships, giving profile to MFAT, 

supporting our broader political relationships and helping to reduce poverty… A clear 

perception that foreign policy and trade should be the main driver of ODA.”24 

 

“All MFAT activities are to promote and protect New Zealand interests offshore, and 

to promote New Zealand trade and economic interests.” 25 

 

Within the clear aid and non-aid foreign policy goals, NZAID established a system of 

interacting with MFAT that was assessed to be functioning to achieve good policy alignment 

between aid and non-aid foreign policy. An internal 2009 document (obtained under the 

Official Information Act) assessing how to reintegrate NZAID clearly articulates the systems 

that had been ingrained in NZAID: 

 

 “The PAC/AIDPAC26 relationship seems to be a stand-out example. The weekly joint 

management level meeting is seen as essential to both unit’s effectiveness and is 

therefore well attended. Other Pacific units also have a scheduled weekly meeting, 

which is only cancelled when there is agreement not to meet. These regular meetings 

are supplemented by a good deal of coordination on policy issues, with a strong sense 

of joint ownership of problems. Similar if less frequent or regular meetings and 

coordination take place between Asia units and between Development and P327 staff 

with common interests in areas such as environment and human rights”.28 

 

Throughout its existence, NZAID had achieved successes in the area of aligning non-aid 

foreign policy with aid goals, while ensuring that NZ non-aid foreign policy did not 

completely over-ride developing-country interests. Its policy ‘Harnessing International Trade 

for Development’ was developed in consultation with MFAT and other Ministries, and NZAID 

worked with MFAT to develop common positions on various trade issues, such as the World 

Trade Organisation Doha round. NZAID also worked with MFAT to ensure that development 

issues were given full attention in trade discussions, including the Pacific Island Countries 

Trade Agreement (PICTA), Pacific Agreement on Closer Economic Relations (PACER) and Asia 

Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC).  

 

                                                           
24 Grossman and Lees, 2001, Towards Excellence in Aid Delivery: A review of NZ’s Official Development 

Assistance Programme, Report of the Ministerial Review Team, NZ Government: Wellington, p. 47. 
25 Ibid., p. 46. 
26 Acronyms for business units of MFAT and NZAID, in use at the time of the Review. 
27

 An acronym for a business unit of MFAT, in use at the time of the Review. 
28 Fry, R., December 2009, NZAID/Ministry Integration: Non-Corporate Issues, MFAT: Wellington, p. 

13. Obtained under the Official Information Act. 
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NZAID had rectified the situation of 2001 whereby although significant improvements had 

been made throughout the 1990s, there was no “clearly defined, measurable and 

accountable policy guidance about intended ODA outcomes and the ways the organisation 

intend[ed] to achieve these”.29 NZAID was unmistakably about working to achieve the 

development goals of partner, aid-receiving countries, without the sometimes conflicting 

goals of working to simultaneously promote New Zealand’s non-aid foreign policy goals. 

Challenges Persisted 

Despite all this, concerns remained within MFAT about the separation of aid policy goals 

from non-aid foreign policy goals. These concerns were highlighted in the 2005 Waring 

Ministerial Review. For this Review, MFAT provided written comments, which are referred 

to in the Review as the ‘Tipping Report’. These comments highlight the thinking within MFAT 

about aid policy. 

 

“Consistency between ODA and foreign policy at the strategic level is both a 

requirement of Government and an institutional necessity for MFAT. MFAT’s view (is) 

that NZODA should be directed so as to actively serve both poverty elimination and 

other foreign policy goals.  

 

(There is a broader point here). The creation of NZAID and the terms of its mandate 

have left a gap. MFAT’s ability to use NZODA as one of its diplomatic tools has been 

made conditional on NZAID concurrence. NZAID concurrence is not always 

forthcoming, and nor should it be, given the terms of NZAID’s mandate. It may be that 

there is a case for establishing a new category of development funds in Vote: MFAT 

devoted to “DAC-able” activities which support FTA negotiations and/or bilateral, or 

regional, foreign policy goals other than poverty elimination.” 30  (Emphasis in 

original.) 

 

This central issue of the role and place of New Zealand ODA and aid policy as a component 

of foreign policy had not yet been resolved. There were obvious concerns, and perhaps 

resentments, regarding MFAT’s loss of the ability to direct ODA to achieve New Zealand’s 

interests overseas. This is understandable, given the power of funds to influence and 

motivate. There were also other concerns within MFAT, such as the NZAID specific 

remuneration rates, which saw development advisors earn more than experience diplomats 

(in some cases), and the loss of posting opportunities for junior diplomatic staff to the Pacific 

because, with NZAID, development specialists often filled these posts to provide appropriate 

skills and experience to the role.31 When NZAID was created it was not without its critics.32 

This was to have an impact in 2009.  

                                                           
29 Grossman and Lees, 2001, Towards Excellence in Aid Delivery: A review of NZ’s Official Development 

Assistance Programme, Report of the Ministerial Review Team, NZ Government: Wellington, p. 42. 
30 Waring, M., 2005, Ministerial Review of Progress in Implementing 2001 Cabinet 

Recommendations Establishing NZAID, Wellington, pp. 60-62. 
31 Ibid. 
32 Schwass, M., 2006, The Establishment of NZAID: A SAB is Born, Case Programme, Australia and New 

Zealand School of Government. 
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2.3.3 Structure: Semi-Autonomy 

There are many ways to structure an aid programme. The OECD DAC (2009) outlines four 

key models that its members use. 

1. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs leads on aid policy and implementation, meaning that 

aid policy is fully integrated with other foreign affairs policy areas (such as Denmark 

and Norway). 

2. An entity within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that takes the lead for aid policy and 

implementation (Ireland and the Netherlands) 

3. A Ministry has overall responsibility for policy while there is a separate agency for 

implementation (such as France, Germany, Japan and the USA) 

4. A ministry or agency separate from the ministry of foreign affairs has responsibility 

for both policy and implementation (such as Australia, Canada and the UK).33 

 

Along the lines of the second model, NZAID was established in 2002 as a Semi-Autonomous 

Body (SAB) connected to the MFAT. This was a shift from the previous structural 

arrangement, whereby the New Zealand government aid programme was situated as a 

division of the MFAT. The SAB arrangement was one step removed from the 

recommendation in the 2001 Towards Excellence Review, which suggested a stand-alone 

agency.  

 

The aim of establishing the aid programme as a SAB was the concept of separateness. This 

separateness was sought in order to allow the creation of a professionalised New Zealand 

aid programme that clearly focussed on supporting partner countries to achieve their 

development goals. The aim was to avoid the previous blurred aspirations between non-aid 

foreign policy and the international aid and development imperatives that (should) shape 

aid policy.  

 

A SAB gave this separateness without contributing to a proliferation of stand-alone 

government entities. At the same time the SAB model prevented aid policy becoming 

completely divorced from New Zealand’s wider foreign affairs policy. As a SAB NZAID was 

still legally part of MFAT but it carried out specific functions, in this case the delivery of New 

Zealand ODA.  

 

The SAB model was adapted from a similar approach used in the United Kingdom, one that 

was not without challenges.34 Similarly, at the time NZAID was established, NZ’s past 

experience with the SAB model had also not been straightforward. The public service 

accountability framework includes the State Sector Act of 1988 and the Public Finance Act of 

1989, neither of which provide any legal framework for a SAB. Under this public sector 

accountability framework the chief executive of a government department is responsible 

                                                           
33 OECD, 2009, Better Aid: Managing Aid: Practices of DAC Member Countries, OECD: Paris. Note that 

this information is current in 2009 and some countries may have changed their model in the 

subsequent years. 
34 Waring, M., 2005, Ministerial Review of Progress in Implementing 2001 Cabinet 

Recommendations Establishing NZAID, Wellington. 
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and legally accountable to the Minister for what the department does. This includes the 

functioning of a SAB. 

 

When the Cabinet in 2001 decided to establish NZAID as a SAB, it outlined several key 

features for NZAID. Some of these were specified in order to manage the challenges outlined 

above and learn from lessons of the past. This approach conformed with the 1999 Cabinet’s 

agreement that any future SAB establishment must be approved by Cabinet. When 

approving a SAB’s establishment Cabinet must also specify the degree of separateness 

between the host department and the SAB, and that the standard public service 

accountability framework applied.  

 

The specifications the 2001 Cabinet made for NZAID included: 

 NZAID would have a head executive (the eventual title was Executive Director) who was 

appointed by and would report to the MFAT Secretary 

 the NZAID Executive Director would have a performance agreement with the Minister of 

MFAT, which would be consistent with the performance agreement between the MFAT 

Secretary and the Minister 

 the NZAID Executive Director would appoint all staff for NZAID, with human resource 

policies and pay scales internal to NZAID 

 shared service arrangements with MFAT would continue 

 the NZAID Executive Director had the right to report directly to the Minister(s) 

responsible to ODA on policy and operational matters.35 

 

The 2001 Cabinet also outlined expectations related to protocols and delegations developed 

between the MFAT Secretary and NZAID’s Executive Director. These expectations were 

crucial, due to the Secretary’s legal accountability for NZAID within a SAB model that gave 

the NZAID Executive Director significant authority, including reporting to the Minister. These 

Cabinet expectations were that protocols and delegations could include specifications on 

strategic direction and leadership on ODA policy and operational matters, procedures for 

ensuring that the Secretary would be fully informed of all advice given to Minister(s), and 

the need to work cooperatively on both policy and operations, including areas such as 

communications and consultations with external parties.36 

 

The 2001 Cabinet decision to establish NZAID as a SAB meant that although NZAID had a 

separate Vote and its Executive Director had the Cabinet-given right to report directly to the 

Minister, within the public sector accountability framework the MFAT Secretary remained 

accountable for the financial management and performance of NZAID. Legally the Secretary 

of MFAT could not simply delegate his responsibilities (it was a ‘his’ during NZAID’s lifespan) 

to the Executive Director of NZAID. No decision that Cabinet made could remove this legal 

accountability of the MFAT Secretary. Similarly, legally Cabinet could not assign any 

                                                           
35 Office of the Minister of State Services, Office of the Minister of Foreign Affairs, no date, New 

Zealand Agency for International Development: Institutional Settings, NZ Government: Wellington. 
36 Ibid. 
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responsibilities to the Executive Director of NZAID. These had to come from the explicit 

delegation of the MFAT Secretary. 

 

Therefore, the relationship between the NZAID Executive Director and the MFAT Secretary 

was central to ensuring that NZAID as a SAB functioned. In practice, the relationship 

between the NZAID Executive Director and Secretary functioned well. Yet in principle, it can 

be problematic to have a government structure in place that relies predominantly on a 

relationship between two senior public sector officials who both work within the same 

Ministry and report directly to the same Minister. Presumably this is why the Cabinet of 

2001 provided clear expectations related to the formal relationship between the MFAT 

Secretary and NZAID Executive Director (as described above). 

 

Despite the potential challenges it was decided at the time that the importance of achieving 

separateness for the government aid programme was paramount and that the challenges of 

SAB’s could be managed. Along with this, it is unlikely that any MFAT Secretary would act 

against a Cabinet decision. This means that although still legally accountable for the SAB, the 

Secretary would want to follow Cabinet decisions and work to ensure NZAID was an 

effective entity. 

 

The actual implementation of the change to NZAID as a SAB was assessed positively overall 

in the 2005 Waring Ministerial Review. Treasury and the State Services Commission were 

upbeat about how the SAB was doing. The State Services Commission stated:“[i]t took a year 

to get the systems in place but that’s pretty good for the bureaucracy!” and Treasury 

commented that “[o]n balance having NZAID as a SAB is a compromise which has worked 

very well to shift the focus and develop a new culture”.37 

2.3.4 Systems: Audits 

A full analysis of the internal systems of NZAID is beyond the scope of this document. But an 

exploration of the 2009 changes and their reasons requires an examination of what occurred 

in relation to the Audit New Zealand and Office of the Controller and Auditor-General (OAG) 

2007 audits. The background below informs the analysis later in this Working Paper. 

 

Prior to 2007, NZAID functioned with the understanding that all activities were to be put 

through a contracting process before implementation. The sequence was: concept, design, 

procure/contract and implement.38 The Contracts and Finance teams managed procurement 

and contracting, while the Programme teams managed contract development and 

implementation. Staff received initial training in contract systems. NZAID’s systems were 

assessed as ‘good’ every year from 2002 to 2006, even though NZAID had no policy, IT 

systems or clear guidance for staff in relation to contracting and procurement, and NZAID 

had no internal audit function.39  It was recognised that staff often functioned under urgency 

                                                           
37 Waring, M., 2005, Ministerial Review of Progress in Implementing 2001 Cabinet 

Recommendations Establishing NZAID, Wellington, p. 44. 
38 NZAID, 6 Mary 2009, Accountability, Effectiveness & Audit Requirements: Getting the Balance Right, 

Good Practice in Action Seminar, Accessed on 11 July 2011 at: http://tinyurl.com/64tw8w2 
39 Ibid. 
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and in difficult circumstances. Partner capacity was a constraining factor and one that was 

necessary to take into account when examining contracting processes. This is due to the fact 

that part of NZAID’s role was to build the capacity of aid-receiving partners. 

 

In July 2006 the Ministry of Economic Development released the ‘Mandatory Procurement 

Rules’, which led to NZAID updating contract templates and providing a general guidance 

document to staff. From 2007 the OAG placed a specific focus on procurement and 

contracting in their audit processes.  

 

In 2007 Audit New Zealand and the OAG audited NZAID, examining how effectively the 

agency managed the aid programme. The Audit NZ audit focussed on NZAID’s contract 

management while the OAG focussed on wider performance, including programme planning 

and design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation. The audits were conducted one 

after then other, meaning that when Audit New Zealand gave a ‘poor’ judgement on NZAID’s 

contract management, the OAG subsequently decided to include contract management in 

their audit. This led to their similar conclusion that “[a] lack of comprehensive, clear, and 

accessible processes and procedures for putting in place and monitoring funding 

arrangements for delivering aid programmes was an area of particular concern during the 

audit”.40 The failures in the area of contract management did not involve any loss of funds, 

legal actions or crumbling contracts.  

 

Senior management at NZAID took swift action. Within a few weeks of the August 2007 

audit the agency had taken ownership of the problem and had consultatively devised a 

‘Control Environment Strengthening Programme’ (CESP). The CESP was put in place in 

agreement with the OAG and Audit New Zealand, and was to run for two years to August 

2009. Progress would be monitored through annual audits in 2008, 2009 and 2010, with the 

aim to lift the control environment rating from the assessed poor in 2007 to good in 2009. 

Monthly reporting to Government stakeholders was also instigated as part of the CESP.41 

This included the Foreign Affairs, Trade and Defence Select Committee, which kept a close 

watch on NZAID’s response.42 

 

During this process, further new guidance was developed by the OAG on relational 

purchases, entitled ‘Procurement Guidance for Public Sector Entities – June 2008’. This 

Guidance recognised that some public sector purchases are not appropriate for market-

based contracting systems, and gave advice on the purchase of services with entities that 

                                                           
40 Controller and Auditor-General, 2008, Performance Audit Report, New Zealand Agency for 

International Development: Management of overseas aid programmes, Office of the Auditor-General: 

Wellington, p.2. 
41 NZAID, 6 Mary 2009, Accountability, Effectiveness & Audit Requirements: Getting the Balance Right, 

Good Practice in Action Seminar, Accessed on 11 July 2011 at: http://tinyurl.com/64tw8w2 
42 Young, A., 18 February 2008, NZAid 'too weak' to Cope With More Money, Say MPs, Accessed on 11 

July 2011 at: http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=10492992 
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were non-commercial and focused on public interests, or for building relationships.43 Of all 

the procurement that NZAID carried out, 80 percent of it fell into this category.44 While not 

an excuse for NZAID’s ‘poor’ control environment, this recognition of the need for different 

contracting systems highlights potential weaknesses in the audit system prior to the release 

of this Guidance, particularly in relation to relationship-focused contracting in the public 

interest, as carried out by NZAID. 

 

In November 2008, the same month that the National-led Government came to power, 

Audit New Zealand conducted the first of their annual follow-up audits, finding that: 

 

“NZAID is on track to full implementation of its Control Environment Strengthening 

Programme over the two year target timeframe [by June 2009]… There has been a 

noticeable improvement in the quality of contract management file information being 

documented, good practice being followed, and improved focus on risk management 

and observance of probity matters such as recognition of potential/perceived/real 

conflicts of interest… NZAID have done well to get to where they are in less than a 

year. To do this both in Wellington and the challenging environment in overseas posts 

is commendable.”45 

 

In a routine follow-up report, the Controller and Auditor-General specifically mentioned 

NZAID’s positive response in the introduction to the report: “based on our analysis and the 

work done as part of our 2007/08 and 2008/09 annual audits of NZAID, we consider that 

NZAID responded positively and comprehensively to our recommendations”.46 

2.4 Summary 
At the end of 2008, when the new National-led government came to power, NZAID was a 

globally respected, well-functioning government aid programme. It was clearly focussed on 

an unambiguous goal of building a safe and just world, free of poverty, through a broad-

based approach that included engaging with the private sector and promoting pro-poor 

economic growth. NZAID had professional and experienced staff that had constructive 

relationships with partners across the Pacific and the wider world. Independent reviews 

found the unorthodox SAB model to be working well. A non-hierarchical culture of learning 

and responsiveness had been achieved, evidenced by the rapid response to the audit reports 

in 2007. NZAID was not a perfect agency by any means and there was room for 

                                                           
43 Controller and Auditor General, June 2008, Public Sector Purchases, Grants, and Gifts: Managing 

Funding Arrangements with External Parties, Good Practice Guide, Office of the Auditor General: 

Wellington; Controller and Auditor General, June 2008, Procurement Guidance for Public Entities, 

Good Practice Guide, Office of the Auditor General: Wellington. 
44 NZAID, 6 Mary 2009, Accountability, Effectiveness & Audit Requirements: Getting the Balance Right, 

Good Practice in Action Seminar, Accessed on 11 July 2011 at: http://tinyurl.com/64tw8w2 
45 Audit NZ cited in NZAID, 6 Mary 2009, Accountability, Effectiveness & Audit Requirements: Getting 

the Balance Right, Good Practice in Action Seminar, Accessed on 11 July 2011 at: 

http://tinyurl.com/64tw8w2 
46 Controller and Auditor-General, 2010, Performance Reports from 2008: Follow-up Report, Office of 
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improvement in aspects of its functioning. Yet radical structural and policy changes were not 

necessary or widely anticipated. In many ways, they came as a bolt from the blue. 

3. A New Government in 2008: A New Review? 

Following the NZ General Election in November 2008, the NZ National Party formed a 

coalition government with the NZ ACT Party, United Future and the Maori Party. The new 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, Hon. Murray McCully, (hereafter referred to as Minister McCully) 

quickly took action to reshape the New Zealand government aid programme. He did this 

under the auspices of the National Party Foreign Affairs Policy. This Policy, released in the 

lead-up to the 2008 NZ General Election, committed to: 

1. “review the operation of NZaid [sic] to ensure aid expenditure is effective and to 

make sure problems identified in recent reports are rectified”47 

2. “require an even greater focus of our aid effort on the South Pacific”48 

3. “maintain the current and future aid spending levels laid out in Budget 2008”49 

committing to “see New Zealand’s expenditure on ODA reach $600 million by 

2010”.50  

3.1 A Review of NZAID? 
Soon after assuming his position, Minister McCully commissioned “officials of MFAT and 

NZAID to review the mandate and policy settings of NZAID to reflect the priorities of the 

Government as set out in the pre-election manifesto”.51 In the meantime, the State Services 

Commission (SSC) was, in the words of its Deputy Commissioner, “asked orally by the 

Minister of Foreign Affairs to develop advice, jointly with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 

Trade including NZAID, about a way to ensure greater integration of NZAID within the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade”.52 An email obtained from the NZ Treasury under the 

OIA, shows that this integration was being viewed as a removal of NZAID’s SAB status: 

“Minister McCully has requested that SSC commence work on developing advice… that 

proposes a way to ensure greater integration of NZAID with MFAT (i.e. removing the SAB 

status of NZAID)”.53 It appears that the review Minister McCully was seeking was about how 

to remove the SAB status of NZAID, not if it should be removed. This indicates a 

predetermined outcome at odds with the National Party Foreign Affairs Policy’s broader 

commitment to review NZAID’s operations. 

 

                                                           
47 The NZ National Party, 2008, National Party Foreign Affairs Policy, Upper Hutt, p.4. 
48 Ibid. 
49 Ibid. 
50 Ibid., p.3. 
51 Office of the Minister of Foreign Affairs, no date, New Zealand Agency for International 

Development: Mandate and Policy Settings, NZ Government: Wellington, p. 1. 
52 Quilter, H., Deputy Commissioner, System Improvement, State Services Commission, 20 March 

2009, Unpublished Letter in Response to an Official Information Act Request from the Council for 

International Development of 24 February 2009. 
53 State Services Performance Specialist, 13 January 2009, Email Entitled: MFAT/NZAID, NZ Treasury: 

Wellington. Obtained under the OIA. 
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Despite the specificity in relation to the outcome of changes to NZAID’s SAB status, there 

was a lack of clarity about why changes were being sought. In documents obtained under 

the OIA from the New Zealand Treasury, Treasury note that there were no terms of 

reference provided for the review, leading to misunderstandings and inadequate 

consideration of the issues:54  

 

“[w]e do not have any specific information of what Hon. McCully’s concerns are. 

However, our best guess is a combination of: a desire for greater weight on foreign 

policy objectives in delivery of aid; a concern that the separation is creating 

unnecessary additional ‘back office’ costs; and a desire to ensure that NZAID funding 

is being well managed”.55 (Emphasis in original.) 

 

3.2 There Was No Review 
By any understanding of the word, there was no review of NZAID, as promised in the 2008 

National Party Foreign Affairs Policy. It is the government of the day’s prerogative to set 

government policy in line with their manifesto and priorities. Yet one would expect that 

when significant changes are made they are based on a thorough exploration of what is 

working, what is not working and, if change is deemed necessary, what the most 

appropriate changes might be. This expectation lies at least partially in the recognition that 

significant organisational changes within government consume substantial resources that 

could be otherwise used for addressing policy problems and improving society. As Minister 

McCully said: "You don't make changes like this if you don't have to...”.56 

 

The Oxford Dictionary gives the meaning of the word ‘review’ as: “a formal assessment of 

something with the intention of instituting changes if necessary”.57 Past reviews of the New 

Zealand government aid programme have taken an approach consistent with this definition. 

The reviewers, all independent and with experience in international aid and development, 

talked widely amongst people inside and outside of government, used the latest global 

thinking on the topic, examined the history of NZ aid and development, and applied critical 

analysis to assessing options. Many with an interest in New Zealand’s government aid 

programme assumed that a 2009 review that was signalling potentially radical changes in 

the NZ government aid programme - an aid programme that at the time was thought well of 

internationally and domestically - would involve a similar approach.  
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Several years before, Minister McCully appeared to agree with the need for open discussion 

and consultation. In a 2006 speech to the NZ Institute of International Relations, Minister 

McCully, then Opposition Spokesperson for Foreign Affairs, stated that: 

 

“New Zealand political and public life is notably short of debate in these areas… a 

result of the closed-door approach to decision-making which has prevailed in this 

country…. Having just expressed a desire for greater debate and consultation in 

government, it is my intention to follow precisely that course in opposition.”58 

 

Minister McCully’s perspective appears to have changed by the time he became part of the 

government in 2008. In his paper to the Cabinet External Relations and Defence Committee, 

Minister McCully stated of the review of NZAID that “[t]his is an internal review...”.59 He 

later informed the Dominion Post that he had consulted “within the ministry, with the state 

services commissioner and with the auditor-general whose staff have authored two critical 

reports on the agency, highlighting poor contract management and inadequate financial 

systems”.60  

 

In his speech to the New Zealand Institute of International Affairs in early May 2009, 

Minister McCully outlined a slightly different perspective of whom he had consulted with. 

 

“Over the five months since the general election, the new Government has been 

reviewing the current approach to aid delivery… We have had input from a range of 

sources: the State Services Commissioner, the Treasury, the management of the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade and NZAID, as well as a number of private 

citizens and a good many organisations active in the field.”61 
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Contrary to the statement above, consultation with “a good many organisations active in the 

field”62 did not occur. As Barry Coates of Oxfam New Zealand and then Chair of the Council 

for International Development outlined:  

 

“Unlike the previous four comprehensive studies that supported poverty reduction 

and some autonomy for NZAid [sic], the reviews will be quick and without public 

consultation or parliamentary debate. This has been met with deep concern across 

the political spectrum. Decisions on the effectiveness of spending almost $500 million 

should not be taken without proper evidence and consultation with development 

experts, in New Zealand and abroad, especially since it flies in the face of the practice 

of most of the donor agencies of the OECD… Oxfam and the other 93 agencies that 

are members of the Council for International Development are calling on the minister 

to recognise the seriousness of this decision.”63 

 

A Press Release from the NGO Caritas, reinforces the point: 

““What's been particularly frustrating,” says Caritas Director Michael Smith, “is the 

lack of consultation and apparent consideration of the views of development 

organisations such as ourselves. Despite repeated requests, we have not been granted 

a meeting with the Minister Murray McCully over the issue.” The Board of the aid 

agency umbrella body Council for International Development was only able to meet 

the Minister shortly before news of the so-called review became public, and then 

again 10 days after the restructure had taken place.”64 

 

It does not appear that any of the established international development organisations or 

academics in New Zealand were consulted. Letters from the Council for International 

Development (CID) to the Prime Minister, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance, 

and Minister McCully, outlining concern about the potential changes to NZAID, all received a 

standard reply provided by Minister McCully’s office, referring to the National Party Foreign 

Affairs Policy manifesto and stating: 

 

“Reviews of the structure and mandate of NZAID are currently being undertaken… you 

can be assured that the points raised by you and the NGO community at large will be 

given careful consideration before any final decisions are made.”65 

 

Examining the final documentation of the review - the three papers presented to Cabinet 

(listed below in Section Four) - there was no inclusion of concerns raised by any entities 
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other than the Ministries asked to look at the structure and policy settings of NZAID, nor any 

evidence that the Controller and Auditor-General had provided input.  

 

By 2011, in response to an oral parliamentary question about who gave advice to change the 

focus from poverty to sustainable economic development/growth, Minister McCully told his 

colleagues in parliament that he had: 

 

“… consulted a wide range of individuals, including heads of mission, former heads of 

mission, officials, non-governmental organisation leaders, and representatives of the 

Governments that receive New Zealand’s development assistance. I also consulted the 

New Zealand public, who considered National’s policy of changing the previous focus 

of the aid programme and elected a National-led Government.”66 

 

As shown, there is no public evidence for these claims. There was also no evidence in the 

Cabinet Papers of consultation with aid-recipients. The final point to make here is that there 

was no commitment in the National Party Foreign Affairs Policy to change the policy focus of 

the New Zealand government aid programme. The document does not even contain the 

word ‘poverty’ or the words ‘sustainable economic development’ or ‘economic growth’.67 

 

NZ Treasury provides a clear summary regarding the ‘review’. In a March 2009 document, 

obtained under the OIA, the following advice is given to the Minister of Finance. 

 

“Substantive changes to NZAID’s policy, mandate, and institutional settings would 

ideally be accompanied by thorough analysis, articulating the rationale, options 

considered and pros and cons of each, and risks of change, which could be made 

publically available once decisions are made. We do not consider that this suite of 

Cabinet papers meets such a test.”68 

 

There was no review of NZAID.  

4. What Changed in 2009? 

What has been called a review was merely an internal government assessment of how 

already determined changes could be made. As a result of this internal assessment 

requested of the State Services Commission (SSC), NZAID and MFAT, three papers were 

produced for the Cabinet External Relations and Defence Committee (ERD), which Minister 

McCully chairs. These papers informed the final April 2009 Cabinet decision regarding 

NZAID’s structure and policy settings. The following discussion refers to these papers a good 

deal and so they are listed here. 
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 An ‘Overview Paper’ from the Office of the Minister of Foreign Affairs and the Office 

of the Minister of Trade (no date) entitled ‘Pacific Island Forum Countries: NZ Policy 

on Aid, Trade and Economic Development’.  

 A paper from the Office of the Minister of State Services and Office of the Minister 

of Foreign Affairs (no date) entitled ‘New Zealand Agency for International 

Development: Institutional Arrangements’. 

 A paper from the Office of the Minister for Foreign Affairs (no date) entitled ‘New 

Zealand Agency for International Development (NZAID): Mandate and Policy 

Settings’. The Annex to this paper was the result of the internal review of NZAID, by 

NZAID and MFAT, and provided one page each on: consistency of ODA and non-aid 

foreign policy, core policy focus for ODA, core focus on the Pacific, geographic 

coverage, cross-cutting and thematic issues, effectiveness, efficiency, and 

accountability.  

 

The Cabinet Minutes of Decision (2009)69, 70 articulated the decisions made for the fate of 

NZAID and the delivery of NZ ODA. Amongst other decisions, Cabinet agreed that: 

 “the SAB status of NZAID be removed, and that NZAID be brought into line with the 

standard management and accountability arrangements for MFAT; 

 a separate Vote for New Zealand ODA be retained”71 

 “it is desirable to maintain the benefits achieved in recent years for aid delivery that aims 

to be in line with international best practice, as set out in the 2005 Paris Declaration on 

Aid Effectiveness”72 

 “it is important to maintain transparency and accountability around the funding, 

objectives, and outcomes of New Zealand’s ODA programme and the performance 

measures and standards for the delivery of the programme”73  

 “New Zealand’s ODA outcomes should be consistent with, and support, New Zealand’s 

foreign policy and external relations outcomes under the direction of the Minister of 

Foreign Affairs”74 

 “the mission statement for New Zealand’s ODA be to support sustainable development in 

developing countries, in order to reduce poverty and to contribute to a more secure, 

equitable and prosperous world”,75 within this, the core focus be on sustainable 

economic development 
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 “the Pacific remain the core focus, and receive an increased portion of, New Zealand’s 

ODA”76 

 issues of gender, human rights and environment will be “pursued as a means to ensure 

good outcomes and manage risks”77  

 there needed to be greater efficiencies in the overheads of New Zealand’s ODA 

programme. 

 

The funding commitment in the National Party Foreign Affairs Policy was altered from the 

original Policy to achieve the absolute amount of NZ$600 million by 2012/2013, rather than 

by 2010.78 (In the 2011/2012 budget the deadline was further extended to beyond the 

2013/2014 financial year.79) The use of an absolute amount rather than a percentage was a 

departure from New Zealand’s international commitment to achieve 0.7 per cent of Gross 

National Income in ODA. 

5. Exploring the Reasons for Change 

This section examines the various reasons provided by Minister McCully and the National-

led government for the major changes to the New Zealand government aid programme’s 

structure and policy settings (or mandate). It is difficult to find a clear set of reasons due to 

the lack of specificity in the National Party Foreign Affairs Policy, the absence of terms of 

reference for the internal assessments by government agencies, the variety of reasons 

provided in media coverage and speeches, and the fact that even a cursory assessment of 

where NZAID was at in 2008 gives no clear rationale for change. Nevertheless, the five main 

reasons that will be explored below are: 

1. the concerns in the National Party Foreign Affairs Policy that major problems from 

the 2005 Waring Ministerial Review had not been previously addressed 

2. the idea that economic growth is a more appropriate focus for a government aid 

programme than poverty elimination (or reduction) 

3. a perception that NZAID was ineffective 

4. concerns regarding accountability and financial management, with a focus on the 

2007 NZAID audit reports and the SAB structure 

5. a desire for greater alignment of aid policy and non-aid foreign policy. 
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5.1 National Party Foreign Policy – Waring Ministerial Review 
The 2008 National Party Foreign Affairs Policy committed to “review the operation of NZaid 

[sic]… to make sure problems identified in recent reports are rectified”.80 This Policy 

identified the recent reports as the 2007 audit reports and the 2005 Waring Ministerial 

Review. The audit reports are dealt with below, under accountability and financial 

management. Here the concerns from the 2005 Waring Ministerial Review are discussed. 

 

The Waring Ministerial Review drew an overall conclusion of NZAID that was positive, as 

noted further above. The Review also pointed to areas where NZAID could improve. Due to 

the lack of specificity in the National Party Foreign Affairs Policy it is not clear exactly what 

the National Party viewed as “the major problems identified in the 2005 report by Professor 

Marilyn Waring [which had been] left unattended”.81 To attempt to assess what the National 

Party was alluding to in its Foreign Affairs Policy a reading of the Waring Ministerial Review 

is combined with the public statements made by Minister McCully, and the eventual 

changes in NZAID structure and policy. 

5.1.1 Challenges with the SAB Model 

The 2005 Waring Ministerial Review found that the challenges with the SAB model (as 

outlined earlier) were being well-managed and that NZAID as a SAB was working.  

 

“This SAB has been satisfactorily established and is working well. There are some 

Machinery of Government and other issues which have arisen from adoption of the 

model and these may have to be further addressed.”82  

 

In order to address these issues the Waring Ministerial Review recommended exploration of 

legislative change to see if it was possible to incorporate the SAB model within the public 

sector legal accountability framework. There was no recommendation to rescind the SAB 

status. 

5.1.2 Geographic Spread of ODA 

Another issue raised in the Waring Ministerial Review was the continuing number of 

countries to which aid was dispersed – 100 in 2005, according to the Review, with 19 core 

bilateral partners.83 This was a serious issue and had been raised in earlier reviews. NZAID 

was working to attempt reductions but it was taking time. While an essential issue to 

improve on, country reductions did not entail a restructure or a change in policy mandate to 

achieve.  

5.1.3 Whole of Government Approaches and Policy Coherence 

The most significant issue identified in the Waring Ministerial Review was the lack of a 

coherent and consistent approach across all NZ Government agencies working in the Pacific. 
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From an aid-policy perspective, this relates to policy coherence – achieving whole of 

government policies that are consistent with development outcomes in countries that 

receive New Zealand ODA. (Further definition is provided in Appendix One.) Problems with 

the Pacific Division of MFAT were described, with comments from people interviewed for 

the Review about how the Division was under-resourced with high turnover, and seemed 

unable to “handle the increased NZAID focus in the Pacific”.84 (What seem to be MFAT, not 

NZAID, issues.) The Waring Ministerial Review described a real need for an MFAT-wide (ie: 

including NZAID) strategic approach to MFAT’s place within the wider New Zealand 

government engagement with Pacific countries, suggesting that “NZAID’s ‘best practice’” 

could be used as a model for other agencies.85 MFAT was aware of this need and had already 

“been rethinking how to enhance interagency coordination, and have recently consulted 

Ministers and CEOs about it”.86 

 

Several government agencies work in the Pacific and the Waring Ministerial Review pointed 

out that at times the ODA and non-ODA-related work of these agencies may not necessarily 

be consistent with NZAID’s policies, including best development practice. The most striking 

example in the review related to scholarships.  

 

“While NZAID was trying to build coherence, in particular in ongoing work with NZIS 

[NZ Immigration Service] to see Scholarship students returning home; while NZAID 

was moving to harmonise all tertiary scholarships with Australia and to ensure just 

one annual round for all applications, the Ministry of Education announced it was 

‘Going Global’ with a package that included international scholarships as a carrot to 

encourage qualified immigrants in to New Zealand.”87  

 

In response to these issues, the Waring Ministerial Review made recommendations for: “a 

programmed and inclusive strategic process, directed at coherence, operational 

sustainability and effectiveness of delivery, which recognizes the Pacific strengths of 

NZAID”88 that would “enable a cohesive multi-agency process for Pacific engagement”.89 

Other recommendations for increased policy coherence placed NZAID at the centre of 

development work, particularly in the Pacific, as the government entity with development 

expertise. 

 

In response to these policy coherence concerns, NZAID developed ‘A Strategy for Action to 

Improve Policy Coherence for Development: 2006/07 to 2009/10’ (obtained under the 

OIA).90 This included a comprehensive stock-take of NZAID’s relationships with other 
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government agencies.91 In the 2010 assessment, the DAC Peer Review commended these 

efforts but urged the New Zealand government aid programme to take a longer-term 

approach and to create stronger results frameworks with other government entities. The 

DAC Peer Review also expressed a concern that there was little buy-in and ownership from 

other government agencies.92 

 

The Waring Ministerial Review also highlighted issues in the whole of government approach 

to Niue, and by proxy Tokelau and to some extent the Cook Islands. Streamlined and 

improved relationships were necessary. This is one of the reasons why the MFAT/NZAID 

Special Relations Unit was established, in order to give consistency and attention to 

relationships with these particular countries. 

 

Policy coherence is a significant and sometimes unwieldy issue, and the Waring Ministerial 

Review uncovered some areas of concern. Yet in its recommendations the Review 

emphasized the importance of NZAID in efforts to improve whole of government 

approaches and policy coherence, often referring to NZAID’s ‘best practice’ in development. 

There was no suggestion that a radical structural rethink was necessary. In fact, whether or 

not the New Zealand government aid programme was a SAB or a programme within MFAT, 

these problems would exist if the New Zealand government remained committed to 

achieving positive development outcomes for aid-receiving partner countries.  

 

The problems articulated above, while concerning, did not warrant significant change to 

NZAID or call for it. In most cases action had been taken since the Waring Ministerial Review 

to address the concerns it raised. The National Party-led government did not undertake any 

assessment of the action that had been taken or describe what their ongoing concerns from 

the Waring Ministerial Review were. The problems identified in the Waring Ministerial 

Review did not provide a rational for the 2009 changes. 

5.2 Economic Growth Not Poverty 
The second main reason given for the 2009 changes was a desire to move away from a core 

focus on poverty to one on economic development/growth. At first glance this reason 

relates only to the changes in the policy mandate but, as discussed later in this Working 

Paper, the changes in policy also relate to the changes in structure.  
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Written from the perspective of Minister McCully and the Minister for Trade, Tim Groser, 

the Overview Paper93 for Cabinet outlined the rationale for the review of NZAID and the 

perspectives of the two Ministers. The Ministers’ 

 

“concerns were not simply about institutional arrangements. We also indicated 

clearly: … [t]he need to go beyond the UN-derived mandate of ‘poverty elimination’ as 

the foundation stone for delivering effective development assistance to the Pacific. 

They need jobs, help with exporting and basic economic development 

infrastructure.”94  

 

The Ministers also expressed their perspective that the current focus of the NZ aid 

programme was not working. “We should be clear about one thing: present policy directions 

are not advancing the interests of the Pacific region...”95 

 

The Ministers believed that the Pacific region is “going sideways economically, and, in some 

cases, backwards politically”,96 and that: 

 

“far too much has been channeled into bureaucracies, under the rubric of ‘improving 

governance’. These States are certainly weak. But yet further growth of bureaucracy is 

not the answer.” 97  

 

The Ministers’ answer was “new approaches to working with weak private sector 

institutions”.98  

 

Elsewhere Minister McCully articulated further:  

 

“NZAID's mandate currently focuses on the rather nebulous concept of poverty 

alleviation. Poverty alleviation is important, but it is only a starting point. With limited 

resources to work with, we need to make hard choices about where our aid dollars 

will go. Poverty alleviation is too incoherent a guide for that purpose. So the 

Government has set a new mandate by which it and NZAID can be judged in relation 

to the effectiveness of our aid. That mandate requires a clear focus on sustainable 

economic growth as the means by which we seek to improve the lives of our poorest 

neighbour’s… Lifting people out of poverty depends directly on increasing economic 
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growth and strengthening trade. No country in the world has achieved one without 

the other.99 

 

There is a good deal to unpack in this rationale for changing the policy mandate of the NZ 

government aid programme. The key issues explored below are: 

1. the relationship between sustainable economic growth, poverty and aid 

2. whether poverty elimination and NZAID ignored economic development/growth 

5.2.1 Sustainable Economic Growth, Poverty and Aid 

The validity of the policy mandate change to a core focus on economic development/growth 

rests on an assumption that economic development/growth is effective in achieving 

development goals and poverty alleviation, and that aid is effective in bringing about 

economic development/growth. Economic development/growth is an important aspect in 

poverty reduction and development but it needs a supportive institutional, legal and policy 

context to confer benefits to the poor. Efforts need to be made to ensure that economic 

development/growth is pro-poor and does not merely benefit those who already have 

power, increasing inequalityß. Also, to a point, it is possible to improve health and education 

in developing countries in the absence of economic development/growth.100  

 

There is a wealth of information available regarding the relationship between aid and 

economic development/growth. Considering all the evidence at this point in time (the 

debate continues), on average it is not clear that aid makes a significant contribution to 

economic growth.101 Within this overall average result, the impact of aid probably varies 

across countries and across time. It is more likely that aid is more consistently effective in 

other areas of development, such as health and education.102 

 

Given this, the claim that economic growth is a better core focus for the New Zealand 

government aid programme is not based on evidence. It also confuses the means with the 

ends: economic development/growth is one way to achieve the end of improved quality of 

life, but it is not an end in itself. 

5.2.2 Was Economic Development/Growth Being Ignored? 

In justifying its changes to the New Zealand government aid programme, the National Party-

led government argued that the concept of poverty did not recognize the importance of 

economic development/growth. This is mistaken. Conceptually, as the OECD DAC notes: 

 

“[t]he poverty reduction agenda adopted by the international community… includes 

trade and private sector development, peace building and conflict prevention and the 
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wider aspects of governance. Hence there is no inherent restriction on the scope of 

donor activities apart from the requirement to shape aid programmes around poverty 

reducing development outcomes, which provides a discipline on aid priorities and 

delivery modalities.”103  

 

And, as the 2005 NZAID DAC Peer Review highlighted, NZAID’s poverty elimination focus 

explicitly recognised that a vibrant and diverse private sector was important for 

development.104 The very first policy created by NZAID was the one focused on trade. 

NZAID’s ‘Economic Growth and Livelihoods Policy’ (launched in 2008) clearly outlined the 

significance of economic growth in achieving poverty elimination: 

 

“[e]conomic growth is a cornerstone of most countries’ poverty reduction and 

national development strategies. Economic growth creates employment and income-

generating opportunities, which enable people to invest in their families’ education, 

health and other assets. This can help reduce vulnerability, empower people and be a 

source of pride. The growth and the employment it creates are fundamental to 

providing long-term social stability and avoiding conflict. Growth can help generate 

income and tax revenues for spending on health and education and the other services 

needed to secure people’s rights. Economic growth is directly correlated with 

improved indicators for life expectancy, maternal and infant mortality, and 

educational attainment.”105 

 

NZAID was not neglecting these areas of development. In fact, the agency was poised to 

begin to implement their Economic Growth and Livelihoods policy and Pacific Strategy at the 

time it was put into organizational upheaval by the restructuring and policy changes of 2009. 

Even before this NZAID had been engaging in activities that directly contributed to economic 

development/growth. Examples include Pacific regional fisheries activities, roading 

infrastructure and tax reform in the Solomon Islands, and assistance in various Asian 

countries for trade facilitation capacity building, eco-tourism, agriculture and agribusiness, 

production processes, income generation and natural resource management.106  

 

There was no need to change the New Zealand government aid programme’s core policy 

focus on poverty elimination, which already included economic development/growth. The 

2009 changes to economic development/growth were based on incorrect assumptions, and 

ran contrary to international norms and understandings of the concept of poverty 

elimination. Risks are inherent in a dominating focus on economic development/growth, in 

that the poorest people may actually be neglected and New Zealand aid-receiving partners 

may actually have different priority needs and goals. 
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5.3 Was NZAID Ineffective? 
The third reason put forward for the 2009 changes to the New Zealand government aid 

programme was that it was not effective. The quotes in Section 5.2 above highlight this 

perspective, as do comments in the media from Minister McCully stating that “[p]ayments 

had become "a handout rather than a hand up".107  

 

Minister McCully publically cited only two examples of potential ineffectiveness. These were 

both occurrences in Tonga. 

 

“Yet when real and genuine challenges have arisen, as with the need to commence 

the re-building of downtown Nuku'alofa in Tonga following the November 2006 riots, 

we were missing in action. And there… others, from outside the region, have moved in 

to the space that we have unwisely vacated.”108 

 

“In the second, NZAid [sic] money was used to fund a worthwhile project that could 

have boosted Tongan exports, but nothing was done when the plant ceased running 

soon after the grant was made.109 

 

These are serious issues to consider and are worth exploring fully.110 But without this 

exploration, which could provide good answers as to why these things occurred, partial 

anecdotes do not provide adequate evidence to disestablish an entire entity and change the 

policy mandate.  

 

No systematic evidence was produced in 2009 to show that NZAID was ineffective. A 2009 

assessment of effectiveness could not have occurred without reading through at least a 

representative sample of activity/programme evaluations, visiting country programmes, 

assessing achievement of desired programme outputs and outcomes, and talking to a range 

of people. This sort of assessment would take a reasonable amount of time and require a 

team. For example the AusAID Aid Effectiveness review of 2011 took a team of five people 

several months to produce a review document of about 350 pages. During this process 288 
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submissions were received from the wider international aid and development community, 

and subsidiary studies were undertaken.111 There was no assessment made in 2009 as to 

whether or not NZAID was effective in contributing to its vision of a ‘safe and just world, free 

of poverty’.  

 

Yet in a press release Minister McCully articulated the conclusion that what NZAID was doing 

was not working: 

 

"Given that the objective of our aid should be to reverse the negative trends we see in 

the Pacific, current policies are clearly failing. Our money has generally done little to 

build strong economies providing jobs and the promise of a brighter future.”112 

 

In drawing this conclusion (which was also articulated in the 2009 Cabinet papers), no 

evidence was provided of the link between New Zealand ODA, and economic and political 

challenges in the Pacific. It is true that in some parts of the Pacific economic development 

has been poor but it does not follow from this that NZAID’s work was the cause of this. Such 

a conclusion ignores the potential counter-factual that without New Zealand aid the 

situation in Pacific countries may have been even worse. It also overlooks the fact that in 

several of the Pacific countries with the greatest development challenges, New Zealand aid 

is relatively small in relation to the overall economy size and so is unlikely to be a key factor 

in the general status of their development.  

 

What evidence is available of NZAID’s effectiveness shows that it was doing well. Positive 

comments about NZAID’s approach even emerged in the 2010 Solomon Island Government-

RAMSI People’s Survey.113 During the seven years of its existence (2002 to 2009) NZAID 

underwent several reviews, which have been referred to throughout this Working Paper. No 

review suggested a dismantling of the SAB status or the need to move away from a focus on 

poverty elimination. Areas for improvement were noted but overall NZAID was repeatedly 

praised for its work.  

5.4 Accountability and Financial Management 
The fourth key reason provided by the National Party-led government for the 2009 changes 

involved issues of accountability and financial management. This reason related 

predominantly to the rescinding of NZAID’s SAB status. Minister McCully argued that NZAID 

as a SAB was beyond control of the government. This was disingenuous, considering that a 

core government control mechanism – audits – were also cited as a reason to disestablish 
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NZAID, and that NZAID was created to ensure direct reporting to the Minister. Publically, 

Minister McCully articulated these concerns in a variety of ways in speeches and the media. 

 

“At the outset, let me deal with the proposition… that New Zealand's aid budget is 

some kind of sacred cow that should be placed above and beyond the stewardship of 

the government of the day…””114 and “…that being a semi-autonomous body entitled 

it to operate outside the normal state sector controls.”115 

 

“We will also be removing NZAID's semi-autonomous status - largely a technical 

change that will quite rightly bring it into line with standard public service 

accountability mechanisms.116 

 

The Minister of Trade, Tim Groser, and Minister McCully informed Cabinet that:  

“[r]eintegration of NZAID is an essential step to aligning delivery with objectives and 

improving financial management and accountability.”117  

 

Discussion below focuses on the two key issues relating to the change rationale of improving 

accountability and financial management: the 2007 audit reports and NZAID’s SAB structure. 

5.4.1 Audit Reports 

The Audit New Zealand and the OAG audits of NZAID in 2007 were cited often, in the 

National Party Foreign Affairs Policy, media reports and the 2009 Cabinet papers, as a 

rationale for the need to rescind NZAID’s SAB staus. In the Cabinet papers of April 2009, 

Ministers McCully and Groser noted “… the Auditor General had also issued a series of 

concerns regarding inadequate financial management and confused accountability”.118 In 

the media Minister McCully was quoted as stating: "…in terms of the audit reports that have 

been brought down… I made up my own mind that I wasn't going to carry the can for those 

things."”119 
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As outlined earlier, by the time the National-led Government was in power in late 2008, 

Audit NZ and the OAG had already commended NZAID for improvements made. Despite this, 

Minister McCully used the earlier poor rating as evidence that NZAID was not functioning, 

even though when he made decisions based on the poor rating, the current reality was that 

NZAID’s systems were much improved and functioning satisfactorily.  

 

Further to this, no up-to-date analysis was made of NZAID’s systems, or of MFATs. The latter 

was important considering reintegration of NZAID into MFAT would see the aid programme 

using MFATs’ systems. Some evidence indicates that MFAT’s systems may not have been up 

to the job of providing a robust control environment for relationship-based funding 

arrangements involving millions of dollars. The 2005 Waring Ministerial Review found that 

“considerable frustration exists in overseas posts where administrative and logistical 

systems in place are effective for diplomacy but quite unsuitable for ODA delivery”.120 

 

The audit reports of 2007 did not provide a reason for rescinding NZAID’s SAB status. 

5.4.2 Semi-Autonomy 

The 2009 Cabinet Paper entitled ‘New Zealand Agency for International Development: 

Institutional Arrangements’121 (SSC Paper) provided a background summary, rationale and 

proposal for its recommendation to rescind the 2001 Cabinet decision to create NZAID as a 

SAB ‘attached’ to MFAT. The SSC Paper was written predominantly from the perspective of 

the SSC but included comment from NZAID and Treasury. As stated in the SSC Paper, the SSC 

did not examine alternative institutional arrangements between NZAID and MFAT. This was 

because: 

 

“the change proposed in this paper is at the level of MFAT’s management and 

accountability arrangements rather than a structural change in the traditional sense of 

either establishing or disestablishing a separate body. Legally, NZAID is part of MFAT 

and its employees are MFAT employees”.122  

 

In effect, the SSC Paper argues, rescinding the 2001 Cabinet decision to create NZAID as a 

SAB would mean that the MFAT Secretary would no longer have to comply with a Cabinet 

decision that complicated his legal accountabilities that made him directly and solely 

responsible for the aid programme as a component of MFAT. The Secretary would then 

make decisions about the specific structure of the NZ aid programme within MFAT, rather 

than requiring a further Cabinet decision. In the SSC’s strict adherence to the public sector 

accountability framework, one can understand the decision not to provide further analysis. 

Yet, given that there were significant risks involved in rescinding the SAB status of NZAID 

(not least a return to the situation pre-2002), the SSC missed an important opportunity to 
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provide the Cabinet with information that could have enabled full consideration of the 

issues.  

 

The SSC Paper provides two key reasons for rescinding NZAID’s SAB status: the risks in public 

sector accountability that arise from the SAB model and, related to this, the transaction 

costs of maintaining NZAID’s autonomy (good aid policy) at the same time as cohesion with 

MFAT (alignment with non-aid foreign policy).  

Transaction Costs of a SAB 

The SSC Paper outlines several transaction costs in maintaining the relationship between 

NZAID as a SAB within MFAT. The SSC sees these transaction costs as related to the 

development of policies and processes “at each intersect between NZAID and the broader 

department”123 and the need for ensuring alignment of aid and non-aid foreign policy 

advice. These transaction costs include: ongoing relationship management, particularly 

offshore; management challenges; challenges in divergent policy perspectives; human 

resources; information technology; audit review; and records services.  

 

What the SSC failed to explore was that many of these transaction costs would exist 

regardless of the structure of NZAID. At the heart of these costs is the tension between the 

development needs and goals of New Zealand’s developing country partners, and the non-

aid foreign policy needs and goals of New Zealand. These two sets of needs and goals are 

not always mutually compatible. The recognition of this, and the past record of New 

Zealand’s aid being used to advance New Zealand’s non-aid foreign policy, was the key 

rationale for establishing NZAID as a SAB: the desire for separateness, while avoiding 

creating a new government department. Reintegration within MFAT may have led to savings 

in some transaction costs, such as in IT or records. However, transaction costs overall may 

well increase as staff focussing on development goals have to work harder in a structure and 

policy environment that prioritises New Zealand’s “economic growth and success”.124  

 

Implementing an effective aid programme, focussed on development goals, requires a 

different set of staff, skills and systems to that of non-aid foreign policy. At the same time, 

aid and non-aid foreign policy need to be aligned. These realities mean that regardless of 

structure there will always be challenges and associated costs to manage in trying to achieve 

aid and non-aid foreign policy goals. This is particularly so when aid policy is focussed on 

achieving the development goals of New Zealand aid-receiving partners. 

Accountability Risks 

Another of the main concerns of a SAB discussed in the SSC Paper was the accountability 

risks in relation to New Zealand’s:  
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“public management arrangements as set out in the State Sector Act 1988 and the 

Public Finance Act 1989. The risks are manageable, but often rely heavily on the 

efforts, commitment and personalities of the senior executives involved”.125  

 

The SSC Paper recognised the features put in place by NZAID to manage these risks 

(described earlier in this Working Paper) but emphasised that “the success or otherwise of 

NZAID’s establishment and ongoing operations is highly dependent on the people and 

protocols in place”.126 This is not the first time the SSC voiced its views that the SAB model 

depends on the people involved. When interviewed for the 2005 Waring Ministerial Review 

of NZAID, they stated, “[i]t tends to work if the right people make it work”.127 

 

The SSC points out that the public service accountability framework can be weakened if a 

Minister, chief executive of the department to which the SAB is attached, or the head of the 

SAB, function in a manner that does not conform with the accountability framework.128 An 

example would be if there are expectations by a Minister or the SAB head (in this case the 

NZAID Executive Director) that they should be acting autonomously from the chief executive 

of the host department (in this case the MFAT Secretary), or if any behaviour, action or 

expectation compromises the chief executive’s (Secretary’s) ability to have oversight and 

influence for what they are legally accountable for. In a busy department with different 

personalities, assumptions are made and misunderstandings emerge, which can have 

significant impact on performance and accountability, particularly if the structure does not 

provide clarity. 

 

The SSC’s strongest reason for rescinding NZAID’s SAB status lies in the need for simplicity 

and clarity in terms of government accountability. The SSC Paper states: 

 

“It was noted in 1999 that a SAB should be created rarely and only in circumstances 

where the case for their establishment had been rigorously tested. With the passage 

of time and on-going experience with machinery of government arrangements 

generally, the State Services Commission is of the view that, unless there are strong 

reasons to establish legally separate agencies, the Crown should deliver executive 

government business through departments with accountability arrangements that are 

as direct, simple and transparent as possible. Structures within departments should 

support the legal responsibilities of the chief executive. Consequently, a ‘standard’ 
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business unit accountable to the chief executive should normally be used for the 

department’s functions.”129  

 

When interviewed in 2005 for the Waring Ministerial Review, the Treasury agreed but with a 

caveat in the case of NZAID.  

 

“In principle one should not design governance models that require good will. On 

balance having NZAID as a SAB is a compromise which has worked very well to shift 

the focus and develop a new culture.”130  

 

What the SSC ignores, and the Treasury hints at, is that there was a compelling reason 

for establishing NZAID – to achieve a separate aid programme that had a clear focus on 

poverty elimination without contributing to a proliferation of government entities. 

There were clear protocols in place to manage the risks of NZAID as a SAB, which were 

assessed to be working well within MFAT and NZAID (as discussed earlier). Beyond 

describing the theoretical risks to public sector accountability, the SSC Paper to Cabinet 

in 2009 did not present any evidence that NZAID as a SAB had actually caused the 

realization of any of these risks. Yet the risks of rescinding NZAID’s SAB status were 

highlighted, if not fully considered. 

Divergent Views 

In writing the SSC Paper, the SSC consulted with Treasury and NZAID/MFAT.  

In an early Treasury document entitled ‘Options for Reform of NZAID – Treasury’s Initial 

Views’ (18 February 2009, obtained under the OIA), a summary of Treasury’s position 

described potential risks to removing the SAB status (as well as chancing the policy settings): 

 

 “We see some likely risks of changing the objectives of NZODA: 

o Loss of clarity of purpose 

o Loss of transparency 

o More difficulty in evaluating effectiveness 

 And, more importantly, risks of structural reform: 

o Loss of human resource capability 

o Transition costs. 

 We would encourage the review to consider non-structural options that might 

achieve the Minister’s objectives, while minimising these risks.”131  

 

Treasury’s final comment in the SSC Paper was that overall it did “not see a strong case for 

the removal of the SAB”132 due to these potential risks (also articulated by NZAID) but they 
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were satisfied that the suggested risk mitigation strategies in the SSC Paper would minimise 

these risks. (Strategies such as maintaining a separate Vote, ensuring appropriate human 

resources, and keeping a focus on aid effectiveness  - listed earlier in this Working Paper, 

under the description of the 2009 Cabinet decision). 

 

Treasury also commented that the SSC Paper did not discuss to what extent removing the 

SAB status would achieve greater alignment in foreign policy. This was assumed to be a key 

rationale for rescinding the SAB status. Treasury’s comment in the SSC Paper stated that: 

“[t]he Treasury does not think greater alignment should be a motivation for removing the 

SAB because, in its view, changing NZAID’s objective and strategies could be more effective 

and have lower risks.”133 The Treasury thought that the decision could be deferred until the 

other planned changes to NZAID, such as mandate, objectives and foreign policy alignment, 

were further advanced. 

 

NZAID’s comment in the SSC Paper stated that the SAB status was achieving good delivery of 

New Zealand’s ODA. NZAID pointed out that the accountability risks and transaction costs 

viewed as inherent in SABs were being well managed. They also highlighted that an 

arrangement that saw any less clarity in terms of policy and resourcing than what the SAB 

status provided would lead to an increase in transaction costs. NZAID’s view was that the 

Government’s desire for alignment between non-aid foreign policy and aid policy could be, 

and indeed was being, met. NZAID commented that any change “would need to ensure that 

the management and operational effectiveness, as well as the organisational health, of what 

is a large and complex operation with sizeable accountabilities, was not compromised”.134 

 

NZAID as a SAB was working and offered a potentially useful model for the government 

structure ‘toolkit’. While understandable given their mandate, the SSC seemed to take a 

predominantly theoretical perspective of the public sector accountability framework. 

Without a critical analysis of the safeguards that had been put in place by the 2001 Cabinet, 

based on previous experience of SABs, combined with exploration of why NZAID as a SAB 

had been successful, it is difficult to come to the conclusion that the SAB status of NZAID had 

to be rescinded purely on accountability grounds or to reduce transaction costs. 

5.5 Summary 
Thus far this Working Paper has explored four of the five reasons for change provided by the 

National Party-led government in 2009. These are: the National Party Foreign Affairs Policy, 

which outlined concerns regarding findings from the 2005 Waring Ministerial Review; a 

notion that economic growth was a better focus for a government aid agency than poverty 

elimination; a belief that NZAID was ineffective; and accountability and financial 

management concerns. This exploration shows that if the National Party-led government 
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wanted to maintain a robust government aid programme, focussed on achieving the 

development goals of the people who receive New Zealand ODA, there was no justification 

for changing the New Zealand government aid programme’s structure and policy mandate. 

 

This leaves the fifth and remaining potential reason for the changes: the desire for greater 

alignment of aid policy and non-aid foreign policy. The next section examines this reason. 

6. Doing Well While Doing Good: The Real Reason for Change? 

The final potential rationale for the 2009 changes is achieving greater alignment between 

aid policy and non-aid foreign policy goals. To support the exploration of this reason, first 

the relationship between aid and non-aid foreign policy is briefly discussed.  

6.1 Aid Policy as Foreign Policy 
For any country engaging in foreign affairs, their foreign policy will focus on advancing that 

country’s goals in the wider world. So New Zealand’s foreign policy is about promoting New 

Zealand’s interests. Exactly how to define New Zealand’s interests is contentious, however, 

particularly in regard to aid policy as part of foreign policy. What are New Zealand’s interests 

in the wider world and do they coincide with the development interests of aid-receiving 

partner countries?  

 

Conceptually, there are two generalised ways of defining New Zealand’s interests overseas, 

and therefore New Zealand’s foreign policy goals. One way is to define New Zealand’s 

interests in predominantly self-centred terms, often related to a more opportunistic, 

shorter-term focus (such as the three-year political cycle or securing a business contract for 

an annual bottom-line). For example, New Zealand’s foreign policy goals could be to 

improve the New Zealand economy by influencing other countries to open-up to New 

Zealand businesses and their products. This would help New Zealand businesses to increase 

their profits and grow demand for their produce, leading to more employment opportunities 

in New Zealand and greater domestic prosperity. 

 

The other generalised way to define New Zealand’s interests overseas is to define them in 

broader, strategic terms, often involving longer timeframes, aiming to act as a constructive 

global citizen to build a peaceful, fair and prosperous world for all, including New Zealand. 

For example, the past efforts for New Zealand to gain a seat on the Human Rights Council 

fell into this category (halted with the change of government in 2008). New Zealand could 

have drawn on the country’s good record on human rights issues and reputation for the use 

of soft power internationally, to contribute to strengthening international human rights law, 

and promoting and protecting human rights for all people across the world. Building a fairer 

and safer world is also good for New Zealand, over the long-term. 

 

In practice, most of New Zealand’s interests overseas will involve aspects of both of these 

generalised definitions. New Zealand’s efforts to build peaceful and constructive relations 

with other States for common goals, such as greater regionalism in the Pacific or ensuring 

international institutions offer appropriate support to Pacific Island Countries, form part of 

New Zealand foreign policy. Simultaneously, New Zealand’s foreign policy is about advancing 
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New Zealand’s economic status and influence on the world stage. Aid policy is a component 

of foreign policy and is therefore always aligned to some degree. But the emphasis on 

different components of foreign policy and how they are weighted is key. This weight will 

differ according to a variety of factors, not least of which is how New Zealand’s interests are 

perceived and foreign policy goals articulated. It is this weighting that is crucial for effective 

ODA policy and action. 

 

NZAID was established to ensure that aid policy was weighted towards the development 

goals of aid-receiving partner countries with a clear aid goal. This ensured that aid and non-

aid foreign policy goals were equally weighted. NZAID’s SAB status within MFAT allowed the 

establishment of systems to support this weighting, at the same time as maintaining close 

interaction with MFAT, and alignment between aid and non-aid foreign policy. As discussed 

earlier in Section 2.4 this alignment was assessed positively throughout NZAID’s lifespan and 

in 2009. In an internal document considering how to reintegrate NZAID into MFAT (obtained 

under the OIA), the mechanisms in place to support alignment were positively described: 

“…there is already overall a good level of interaction and coordination between NZAID and 

other parts of the Ministry, using a mixture of hard- and soft-wired approaches…”.135  

6.2 The National Party-Led Government Wanted Greater 

Alignment 
The fifth reason for the 2009 changes to the NZ government aid programme was a desire for 

much greater alignment between aid and non-aid foreign policy, to the point where equal 

weighting was no longer given to aid separate from non-aid policy. Minister McCully 

articulated this desire in a Press Release of May 2009: "…aid is a key component of the 

Foreign Affairs portfolio, and thus needs to align, as much as possible, with our wider foreign 

policy interests.”136 Minister McCully expressed the National Party-led government’s 

perspectives more clearly elsewhere in the media and speeches.  

 

“The idea that we, as a small nation with a limited budget, might have separate and 

potentially conflicting strategies for our diplomacy and aid functions is ridiculous”.137 

“Most important in this respect will be our ability to align aid policy with trade policy 

within our region.”138 
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This was not the first time that Minister McCully had expressed similar notions. A New 

Zealand Herald Editorial of 2009 outlines Minister McCully’s past frustrations with New 

Zealand aid policy.  

 

“In announcing the reviews, the minister steered clear of mentioning any ambition to 

link aid to foreign policy. But he made this view widely known during the National 

Party's years on the Opposition benches. One trigger was the 2006 decision by the 

Solomons, Tuvalu, Kiribati and Nauru to side with Japan and vote for the overturning 

of the moratorium on commercial whale hunting. Mr McCully said that was the result 

of a half-hearted, insufficiently focused New Zealand aid strategy in the Pacific. Then-

Prime Minister Helen Clark was "naive" in refusing to link New Zealand's aid to the 

conduct of Pacific nations at the International Whaling Commission, he said.”139  

 

While many would agree that New Zealand’s position on whaling is the preferable one, the 

point here is Minister McCully’s desire to use aid to get what New Zealand wants on the 

global stage. The thematic area could easily be about trade agreements. This quote indicates 

that Minister McCully sees the use of ODA to advance New Zealand’s interests as pragmatic 

and sensible. 

 

Having said this, in 2009 Minister McCully and the Cabinet took care to articulate that aid 

would not become a crude tool of non-aid foreign policy. In Minister McCully’s 2009 speech 

to the Institute of International Affairs, where he announced the changes, he stated that the 

aim was to be able to make difficult decisions in a “manner that is broadly compatible with 

our identified national interests”.140
 The 2009 Cabinet decisions safeguarded aspects of 

NZAID as a good government aid programme: decisions such as preserving the need for 

appropriate human resources, transparency and accountability in relation to ODA 

expenditure, and maintaining practices in line with the global aid effectiveness agenda. 

These Cabinet decisions show an attempt to ensure that ODA did not become a blunt tool of 

non-aid foreign policy, even as greater alignment between the two was sought. 

 

Given the clarification that the idea was not to crudely use aid as a tool of non-aid foreign 

policy, but that more alignment was desired, it seems likely that a ‘have your cake and eat it’ 

approach was being sought after. This could be characterized as a ‘doing well while doing 

good’141 approach: using aid to simultaneously benefit New Zealand’s more self-centered 

interests while also assisting aid-receiving partners to achieve their development goals. In 

some ways, this assessment gives the National Party-led government the benefit of the 

doubt. A more critical perspective would be that the idea was to simply enable easy use of 
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aid to advance New Zealand’s economic success, cloaked in the rhetoric of trying to help 

developing countries. However, the National Party-led Government appear to want to see 

the Pacific thrive, indicated in the quotes above from the Cabinet papers (as well as a variety 

of other public speeches and media statements). Hence the conclusion of this Working 

Paper that what was desired was a ‘doing well while doing good’ approach. Minister 

McCully’s comments above support this conclusion, as do four other factors: 

 an examination of who influences the National Party and Minister McCully 

 the New Zealand government aid programme’s core policy focus 

 a desire for more New Zealanders to be involved in NZ ODA 

delivery/implementation 

 the current weighting of aid policy within foreign policy. 

 

The following describes how each of these factors indicates a ‘doing well while doing good’ 

approach. This will lead into a discussion of the question: does this approach lead to 

effective and efficient aid 

6.2.1 Who Influence the National Party and Minister McCully? 

Traditionally the National Party has close ties with the business community and is often 

thought of as the party for business. This is reflected in the donations they receive from New 

Zealand businesses. For example, in the 2011 general election the National Party received 

eight disclosed donations above NZ$30,000, mostly from corporates, such as the Gallagher 

Group who gave NZ$86,005.142  (Gallagher began by innovating in agriculture – electric 

fences – and have morphed into areas such as security, working in 130 countries143).  

 

In the lead-up to the 2008 election, New Zealand businesses were calling for changes to the 

New Zealand government aid programme. A press release from the Wellington Regional 

Chamber of Commerce shows support for the changes. (At the time of this press release, 

Charles Finney was CEO.) 

 

“The Wellington Regional Chamber of Commerce fully supports the change in aid 

policy announced today… Today’s policy announcement is very much in line with the 

New Zealand Chambers of Commerce’s policy manifesto prepared prior to the 

election,” Mr Finny concluded.”144  

 

The 2008 New Zealand Chambers of Commerce’s policy manifesto represented 30 chambers 

of commerce and 24,000 New Zealand businesses.145 The manifesto stated that “to achieve 
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sustainable growth, government policy must be actively pro- business”146 and went on to 

describe how important it is for New Zealand as a small country that as many New Zealand 

companies as possible expand their international engagement.  The manifesto encouraged 

the New Zealand government to “take steps to increase the role of the business community 

in trade negotiations”,147 as well as ensuring that all heads of mission at New Zealand 

government overseas posts “have their support for New Zealand business judged as a major 

component of their annual performance assessments” and be replaced if they do not 

achieve “adequate focus in this area”.148 

 

Specifically in relation to New Zealand ODA, the Chamber asserted: 

 

“With regard to New Zealand’s overseas development assistance programme, we 

believe there is scope for a formal partnership between business and NZAID… to be 

established… The appropriateness of the focus on poverty alleviation is also an 

important issue that needs review.”149 

 

The focus of the Chamber of Commerce manifesto was on how the New Zealand 

government can help New Zealand businesses and the New Zealand economy. The 

manifesto states: 

 

“New Zealand companies can benefit by broadening their horizons and investing 

offshore. This also makes a positive contribution to our balance of payments and is 

crucial to enhancing our economic performance. 

Decisions to expand offshore should obviously be business-led, but government’s role 

in removing barriers and smoothing the way is welcome.”150 

 

It is probable that the National Party was heavily influenced by these ideas, leading to 

changes in the New Zealand government aid programme that supported New Zealand 

businesses to do well, while also attempting to do good. 

 

In relation to Minister McCully, he has close ties with former diplomats such as the current 

member of parliament John Hayes, and Charles Finney who is a lobbyist at Saunders 

Unsworth, Board member of NZ Trade and Enterprise and former CEO of Wellington 
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Chamber of Commerce. (Finney was paid NZ$27,000/month for an untendered MFAT 

contract under Minister McCully151). Both of these men specialized in international trade 

during their careers with MFAT and other New Zealand government entities. Currently 

Hayes is the Chair of the Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade Select Committee and Assistant 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, responsible for Pacific Affairs and ODA.152,153 Hayes gives 

Minister McCully ongoing advice, as the NZ Herald journalist Audrey Young outlined in an 

article about Minister McCully’s leaked emails in early 2012.154 It is likely that these two men 

hold to the perspective that aid policy should be used to advance New Zealand’s non-aid 

foreign policy.  

6.2.2 Current New Zealand Aid Programme Policy Focus 

An examination of policy provides evidence to support the conclusion that the National 

Party-led government are trying to do well while doing good. MFAT’s International 

Development Policy gives detail to the Cabinet decision to place the core focus of the aid 

programme on economic development/growth, within a broader mandate of sustainable 

development. The Policy outlines New Zealand’s comparative advantage155 “in sectors such 

as fisheries, agriculture, renewable energy, tourism, education, law and justice, including 

policing”.156 These are all areas where New Zealand has considerable domestic economic 

interests, including industry groups in areas such as fisheries, agriculture, renewable energy, 

tourism and education.  

 

An OIA request for the analysis of why these areas were found to be New Zealand’s 

comparative advantage in the arena of international aid has not yet been answered, after 

110 working days at the time this Working Paper was written. One could reasonably assume 

that if such a document existed it could easily be released within the legally required 20 

working days. Also, one wonders why New Zealand’s strengths in areas such as community 

development, provision of social and health services (particularly at the community level 
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compared to other goods and services. The use of the term here is not quite appropriate and denotes 

New Zealand’s strengths more than comparative advantage, in a strict economic sense. 
156 MFAT, 2011, International Development Policy Statement: Supporting Sustainable Development, 

MFAT: Wellington, p. 12. 
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with the involvement of communities), women’s rights, good governance and indigenous 

development weren’t also considered New Zealand’s ‘comparative advantage’.  

 

The inability of the current New Zealand government aid programme to provide evidence as 

to any systematic analysis underpinning the identification of areas of comparative advantage 

is made all the more odd by the fact that similar analysis had been undertaken in the past. 

The ‘Organisational Development Framework’, finalised at the end of 2008 (obtained under 

the OIA), was the culmination of many months of analysis and consultation. This Framework 

outlined New Zealand’s existing “areas of excellence” in aid work, at the same time as 

recognising that it was important not to loose focus on partner priorities for where aid 

should be directed. Included in the list of NZAID’s areas of excellence were areas such as 

agriculture, fisheries and education, but also experience in working cross-culturally, building 

robust relationships, working with Pacific people, promoting and protecting women’s rights, 

good governance, health, environmental and resource management, land issues, 

conservation and biosecurity.157  All of which had vanished from NZAID’s comparative 

advantage by 2010. 

 

Given the lack of any evidence of analysis surrounding the 2009 changes and to New 

Zealand’s ‘comparative advantage’ in international aid, it seems probable that the decision 

about what were New Zealand’s strengths in aid was purely political. Given the dominance 

of thematic areas where New Zealand has industry interests and strengths, it is likely that 

the decision of what was to be the New Zealand government aid programme’s comparative 

advantage in aid was made on the basis that New Zealand could do well while doing good.  

6.2.3 Greater Involvement by New Zealanders 

The conclusion that the National Party-led government is aiming to do well while doing good 

is also supported by the desire to promote New Zealander’s involvement in the aid 

programme. As Minister McCully explained in a 2011 speech: 

 

“[a]nd for some time we have been trying to develop a model that will make it easy 

for business and professional people to volunteer their services for a finite period of 

time to provide leadership in aid projects in the region… I want to create more 

opportunities for New Zealanders to be part of our development work and to make it 

relatively easy for them to do so”.158 

 

Minister McCully also spoke about this in another speech prior to the Pacific Island Forum 

Leaders’ meeting in 2011. He said the involvement of New Zealanders would also be 

                                                           
157 NZAID, Dec 2008, Organisational Development Framework: Strengthening New Zealand’s 

Contribution to International Development, NZAID: Wellington, pp. 31-32. Obtained under the OIA. 
158 McCully, M., 2011, Speech to the New Zealand Institute of International Affairs, Accessed on 7 June 

2011 at: http://www.beehive.govt.nz/speech/speech-new-zealand-institute-international-affairs-1 
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promoted “through increasing use of our state sector partnership programme under which 

we fund New Zealand Government agencies to help build capacity in the region”.159 

 

If done well, with development goals in mind, aid in the form of volunteer sending 

programmes and that delivered through domestic New Zealand government departments 

can bring development benefits for New Zealand ODA-receiving partners. But greater 

involvement by New Zealanders in development activities can also enable relationships to 

be forged that will assist in advancing New Zealand’s business interests. Further to this, the 

approach of making it ‘quick and easy’ to volunteer in other countries speaks more to the 

needs of New Zealanders, rather than that of aid-receiving partners. This is indicative of a 

‘doing well while doing good’ approach. 

6.2.4 Current Weighting of Aid and Non-Aid Foreign Policy 

An examination of what is currently said and practiced within MFAT also supports a 

conclusion that aid policy is now about ‘doing well while doing good’: that the weight of 

goals is tipped towards New Zealand’s self-centred non-aid foreign policy goals. The MFAT 

2010 Statement of Intent states that the core business of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 

Trade, “whether in trade, multilateral diplomacy or development, has a clear objective – the 

economic growth and success of our country”.160 The MFAT Secretary, John Allen, reinforced 

this in April 2011 during question time following his briefing of MFAT staff on the new MFAT 

vision and values.  

 

“Q[uestion]: What about tensions between ODA and diplomacy? For example, giving 

New Zealand an edge internationally in our trade position but hindering developing 

countries’ ability to manage their own resources. 

 

A[nswer]: I agree that there are trade-offs in much of what we are doing. In making 

those trade-offs, our primary focus needs to be New Zealand and New Zealand’s 

interests.”161 

 

The response to the question shows that at the end of the day, what matters most is New 

Zealand’s interests, even if it is potentially at the expense of developing countries’ 

development goals. 

 

The 2011 -2014 Statement of Intent highlights the emphasis MFAT gives to New Zealand’s 

economic growth. In his Foreword for the MFAT Statement of Intent 2011 to 2014, Minister 

McCully starts by stating:  

 

                                                           
159 McCully, M., Sept. 2011, Lowy Institute: Keynote Address, (a one-day forum hosted before the 

Pacific Island Leaders’ Meeting), Accessed on 2 January 2012 at: 
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160 Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT), 2010, Statement of Intent 2010-2013, MFAT: 

Wellington, p. 4. 
161 Allen, J., 2011, Speech Notes of Briefing to MFAT Staff on new MFAT Vision, Mission and Values, 
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“[t]he Government is focused on lifting New Zealand’s economic performance. As a 

small and relatively remote trading nation, this will require creative and flexible 

engagement with other countries to ensure ongoing influence in a global environment 

that continues to change at a fast pace.”162 

 

Similarly, the Secretary, John Allen opens his introduction to the Statement of Intent with: 

 

“The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade is focused on creating an edge for New 

Zealand internationally. This means establishing the conditions for New Zealand to 

thrive and make its mark by being in the right places at the right time to actively drive 

growth opportunities for New Zealand.”163 

 

Of course New Zealand aid policy goals are discussed in the document. The “management” 

of New Zealand ODA is part of the purpose of MFAT164 and there is a clear commitment to 

achieving sustainable economic development and “maintaining the highest standards of 

professional excellence in international development”.165  There is an articulation of the 

understanding that assisting other countries with their development goals will contribute to 

New Zealand’s security and opportunities: 

 

“Our ability to turn international connections into increased exports and economic 

growth, relies on the existence of a stable and secure international environment. 

Contributing to global security efforts, and to the development of the world’s poorer 

nations, is therefore an indispensable support to our more direct work in improving 

the competitiveness of New Zealand exporters. Our willingness to carry our share of 

the burden in the international arena also supports the relationships we have with 

others.” 166 

 

But the emphasis on New Zealand’s economy and success overwhelm these references to 

development goals. What this Working Paper argues is that there is not equal weight on the 

development needs of those people that receive New Zealand ODA, that they are in fact 

subsidiary to New Zealand’s self-centred, predominantly economic interests. The clearest 

articulation of this unequal weighting is provided in the diagramme below, from the 

Statement of Intent 2011 to 2014.167  

 

                                                           
162 MFAT, 2011, Statement of Intent 2011-2014, MFAT: Wellington, p. 5. 
163 Ibid., p. 8. 
164 Ibid., p. 11. 
165 Ibid. 
166 MFAT, 2011, Statement of Intent 2011-2014, MFAT: Wellington, p. 13. 
167 Ibid., p. 14. 
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This diagramme graphically depicts sustainable development as a contribution to New 

Zealand’s economic growth, and to safeguarding New Zealand’s security and economic 

interests. If New Zealand aid policy was equally weighted towards both aid and non-aid 

foreign policy, then such a diagramme would place the aid policy development goals at the 

top, alongside non-aid foreign policy goals. This diagramme indicates that New Zealand aid 

policy is a means to achieving New Zealand’s self-centered goals, rather than achieving 

developing country development goals.  

 

MFAT corporate documents and statements by its leaders show that the weighting of aid 

and non-aid foreign policy are tipped towards New Zealand’s economic growth and security. 

This is filtering down to the level of aid programme implementation. A long-standing 

example is the on-going use of NZ ODA to subsidize Air New Zealand flights to certain Pacific 

Island Countries, in the particular without an open tender process that would be able to 
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ensure value for money in ODA expenditure.168 Another example is the aim of the aid 

programme’s Young Business Leaders Initiative in Asia “to support the establishment of 

lasting and progressive trade and business relationships with New Zealand that advance the 

future of ASEAN-New Zealand relations”.169 This is to be done over three years by bringing 

50 young business leaders to New Zealand for ten days each, at a total cost of $1.3 million. 

The development outcomes of this are questionable but the activity will grow future Asian 

business leaders with New Zealand business ties, and build New Zealand businesses’ 

relationships in Asia.  

 

Apart from examples like this, it remains clear that there is a National Party-led government 

desire to achieve sustainable economic development/growth goals of those who receive 

New Zealand ODA. This is fitting with an attempt to do well while doing good. Yet, the 

weighting towards New Zealand’s self-interested goals does not bode well for New Zealand 

ODA achieving the development goals of New Zealand aid-receiving partners, particularly if 

examples like the above are becoming the norm. This raises the question: is it possible to do 

well while doing good?  

6.3 Does Doing Well While Doing Good Lead to Effective Aid? 
Both New Zealand history and evidence from elsewhere show that New Zealand is unlikely 

to successfully implement a ‘do well while doing good’ approach to aid policy. New Zealand 

will likely do well but the good New Zealand ODA does will be less than what could have 

been achieved with the ability to give equal priority to development goals as to non-aid 

foreign policy goals. New Zealand may even do harm. 

6.3.1 A Review of Recent New Zealand Aid History 

Doing well while doing good approaches are difficult to put into practice. A review of history 

shows how this approach tends to weight towards the ‘doing well’ at the expense of the 

‘doing good’. In the pre-NZAID era, DEV (the division of MFAT responsible for managing 

ODA) had a policy framework, ‘Investing in a Common Future’, which outlined development 

goals for New Zealand ODA. Yet this did not mean aid was always given with the majority of 

weight on the development goals of developing countries. The 2001 Towards Excellence 

Review described the perspectives of staff within DEV and MFAT. 

 

“During discussions, senior staff and management within both MFAT and DEV did not 

generally identify development principles or poverty reduction/elimination as the 

principal purpose of ODA. Instead, they tended to describe the role or purpose of ODA 

in terms of foreign policy, diplomacy, trade and commercial interests. Views 

expressed of the role of ODA included: to build political capital; a means to 

                                                           
168 Radio New Zealand International, 28 Feb 2012, Millions of NZ Aid Dollars to the Pacific Being Spent 
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169 New Zealand Aid Programme, Where We Work, Asia, Accessed on 22 January 2012 at: 
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achievement of New Zealand’s national/self interests; for constituency building 

purposes; to promote commercial and trade opportunities.”170 

 

As one senior manager said, “the role of ODA is to serve foreign policy purposes… The 

central issue is self-interest. It’s not about altruism… It’s about New Zealand’s interests...”.171 

 

These approaches to aid policy saw NZ$500,000 of ODA allocated to assist the Samoan 

Department of Lands, Surveys and Environment to relocate in order to enable a new New 

Zealand High Commission to be built. This was listed as spending on good governance and 

public sector strengthening.172 In terms of spending in social services, only nine per cent of 

the two thirds of bilateral ODA towards social infrastructure and services was spent on basic 

social services. The remainder was spent on secondary and tertiary education, particularly in 

New Zealand.173 Further, the high expenditure on scholarships was politicised by decisions 

based on how best to promote New Zealand’s relationships for trade or political reasons in 

recipient countries. This approach was not appreciated by aid-receiving partner countries, as 

highlighted in the 2001 Towards Excellence Review: “[d]uring roundtable discussions with 

Pacific Island country agency partners, a call by one for ‘very specific criteria to minimise 

political interference, to maximise equity issues and to keep personalities out of it’ drew 

strong support”.174 

 

An excerpt from the 2005 Waring Ministerial Report describes the tensions between aid and 

non-aid foreign policy. These tensions were heightened during NZAID’s lifespan because 

NZAID was given the authority and mandate to act as an internal advocate for the 

development needs of partner countries. This no longer exists. This long excerpt is included 

here because, although written when NZAID existed, it shows the difficulty current aid staff 

may have to preserve equal weight on development goals within a Ministry focussed also on 

New Zealand’s more self-centred goals. 

 

“The most significant difference in policy is around how firmly to pursue New 

Zealand’s immediate commercial and trade interests in the WTO accession 

negotiations with developing countries. NZAID has at times (e.g. over Vietnam’s 

accession) tried to restrain MFAT divisions from advancing and defending New 

Zealand’s commercial interests in these negotiations. 

                                                           
170 Grossman and Lees, 2001, Towards Excellence in Aid Delivery: A review of NZ’s Official 

Development Assistance Programme, Report of the Ministerial Review Team, NZ Government: 
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171 Ibid., p. 40. 
172 Grossman and Lees, 2001, Towards Excellence in Aid Delivery: A review of NZ’s Official 

Development Assistance Programme, Report of the Ministerial Review Team, NZ Government: 

Wellington. 
173 OECD DAC, 2000, New Zealand Peer Review, OECD: Paris, p. 13. 
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Development Assistance Programme, Report of the Ministerial Review Team, NZ Government: 
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Turning to FTA negotiations, NZ policies which would provide balanced outcomes, but 

which require contributions from NZODA, are difficult to achieve. A classic option 

would be the provision of technical assistance to a developing country’s dairy industry, 

in the context of seeking an FTA with improved access for New Zealand dairy products 

to the developing country concerned. As MFAT has no development funds under its 

own control, such assistance is only available if NZAID gives it priority, which so far it 

has not. With MFAT embarked on a long series of FTA negotiations, these tensions are 

likely to become more visible.  

 

NZAID involves the New Zealand private sector in NZODA activities, e.g. through 

consultancies. MFAT considers, nevertheless, that the extent and quality of such 

engagement needs further development and resolution. Specifically, MFAT has 

suggested that NZAID should engage in regular and ongoing consultations with the NZ 

private sector, and the recipient country, to see where NZODA funds could be spent in 

such a way as to encourage enhanced NZ investment/business interest, with ultimate 

benefit both to the recipient country and to NZ business. NZAID, however, sees this as 

inappropriate and often unhelpful. It can distort private sector decisions, leading to 

unprofitable and hence unsustainable businesses, and the benefits can be captured by 

a small number of private interests. The issue is unresolved.”175 

 

More recently, the 2010 OECD DAC Peer Review reinforced these potential challenges for 

New Zealand aid policy with its new economic development/growth focus and moves to 

increase the alignment of aid policy with broader foreign policy goals. 

 

“While the long-term interests of the countries in the region clearly coincide, there 

may be discrepancies between New Zealand’s short-term interests and those of its 

partner countries... Generally, ensuring that New Zealand’s short-term interests do 

not undermine the long-term objectives of the aid programme and partner countries’ 

and other donors' development efforts require efficient consultation and co-

ordination mechanisms within government.”176  

 

The seemingly pragmatic approach to achieving both sets of goals is actually quite difficult.  

6.3.2 International Evidence 

The most recent, comprehensive study on aid, Riddell’s ‘Does Foreign Aid Really Work’ 

(2007) has brought together the research findings in a broad range of areas (the book is 500 

pages long) and includes a section on the giving of aid to non-development goals (ie: a ‘do 

well’ approaches). Research finds that a doing well while doing good approach to ODA “ha[s] 

reduced and continue[s] to reduce aid’s potential development and welfare effects”.177 One 
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study explored the geographical allocation of aid based on non-developmental aims. It 

found that if aid was given on an assessment of development need, the number of people 

lifted out of poverty would be increased from 30 million to 80 million people a year (Collier 

and Dollar, 2002).178 

 

As discussed earlier, Minister McCully wishes to involve New Zealanders more in 

development work, by making it easy for New Zealanders to volunteer their time for short 

periods, and provide leadership to development activities.179 There is no doubt that New 

Zealander’s have technical skills and knowledge that could assist people in poorer countries 

to expand their individual competencies and collective capabilities - what gets called 

‘capacity development’ or ‘capacity building’. But this approach to capacity building has 

limited sustainable development impacts. 

 

Global evidence in this area shows there is much more to capacity building than sending 

people with technical skills for short periods of time. This approach is known as ‘technical 

assistance’ or ‘technical cooperation’ and it is still common today. What donors have 

learned throughout years of this approach is that capacity building efforts are more likely to 

work when those offering their knowledge and skills, in this case New Zealanders, engage 

for longer periods of time, and are committed to understanding country contexts and 

working to achieve the goals of partners. 180  

 

For development outcomes, there may also be more appropriate people to be doing the 

work, such as people from other Pacific Island Countries or even people from the country in 

question. As an international partner said of NZAID during a review in 2005: 

 

“With the new agency there is no New Zealand practice of positions of technical 

competence requiring contracting New Zealanders. Most programme staff are from 

the Pacific. This is noticed by everyone, NZAID walks the talk, unlike other donors. 

(International partner)”181 

 

The implicit goals within Minister McCully’s desire to involve New Zealanders more allude to 

approaches that are tailored to the needs of New Zealand volunteers: short term and easy. 

This speaks more to the potential to build relationships overseas and the personal 

experience of New Zealanders, than to achieving the development aspirations of New 

Zealand ODA-receiving partners. 
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6.4 Intentions = Means = Ends 
Most human endeavours have mixed intentions. But the weighting of these intentions is 

crucial in shaping the means through which they are enacted, and therefore the ends 

achieved. The intentions of the National Party-led government appear to be to advance New 

Zealand’s economy and success, at the same time as helping developing countries achieve 

economic development/growth. One could assess the weight of these intentions by 

examining the means employed.  

 

The way the New Zealand government aid programme’s ‘comparative advantage’ has been 

defined and the drive to involve New Zealanders more in delivering aid, indicate that the 

weight falls towards the intentions of assisting New Zealand first. Contributing further to this 

is information in the MFAT Statement of Intent, highlighting aid policy as a means to achieve 

New Zealand’s economic growth, and the statement by the Chief Executive of MFAT that 

when trade-offs are considered, it will be New Zealand’s economic growth and success that 

will be put first. 

 

As the evidence indicates, when aid is given for non-development reasons, aid is less 

effective. At best, this means that New Zealand ODA does not help those who need it most – 

the poorest people in poor countries – but perhaps helps the elite or the middle class. At 

worst, it means that taxpayer’s money is wasted or that New Zealand actually does harm to 

the very people it is trying to help.  

7. No Review, No Reason: So What Now? 

This Working Paper has shown that the 2009 changes to the New Zealand aid programme 

were not necessary. The reasons provided for the changes were based on out-of-date 

information, incorrect information or ignorance of international aid and development 

thinking. A review would have provided the analysis required for these significant 

government agency changes, and indicated if there was a need for such change. But no 

review occurred. 

 

In reality the National Party-led government made structural and policy changes to the New 

Zealand government aid programme to align aid policy with broader foreign policy goals in a 

way that attempts to advance New Zealand’s non-aid foreign policy goals at the same time 

as achieving aid policy goals (ie: the development aspirations of New Zealand aid-receiving 

partners) – a ‘doing well while doing good’ approach to aid policy. Attempting to implement 

this approach leaves New Zealand with an inefficient and less effective aid programme. 

When goals are blurred and resources scarce, inevitably decisions have to be made that 

mean that one set of goals is prioritised over the other. Statements and actions made thus 

far indicate that the balance will usually fall to benefit New Zealand’s self-centred goals over 

the development goals of aid-receiving partners. 

 

What is necessary now is what didn’t happen in 2009, and perhaps to some extent in 2001: 

inclusive dialogue and discussion about how New Zealand defines its interests overseas, how 

aid and non-aid foreign policy sit together, and how New Zealand can build the most 
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effective and efficient government aid programme. The New Zealand government aid 

programme is part of a wider community of New Zealand individuals and organisations who 

engage in international aid and development issues: volunteers, professionals, academics, 

non-government organisations and their members/supporters, businesses, philanthropies 

and the media. It is as much this community’s collective responsibility to stimulate and 

engage in this dialogue, as it is for the individuals within government (in the broader sense 

of the word).  

 

As a country New Zealand needs to find a way forward that avoids pendulous swings every 

time a new government comes to power. Other countries have been able to achieve some 

basic cross-party agreement regarding aid policy, such as Australia. Or perhaps New Zealand 

could consider passing an Act of Parliament, such as the United Kingdom. Given the ability of 

other countries to come to some solution that is palatable across the political spectrum, 

surely New Zealand can forge some cross-party foundations upon which to build a 

sustainable aid programme. This will not only save wasting resources on government flip-

flops, but it will also bode well for the impact of New Zealand aid policy in contributing to a 

peaceful, prosperous and fairer world for all of humanity. 
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Appendix One: Defining Key Concepts 

International aid and development deals with what has been described as “…perhaps the 

most complex and ill defined questions facing human kind”.182 A multitude of diverse ideas, 

actors and institutions are involved in this complexity, and there is much debate about what 

development means and what works to promote it. To assist the reader the key concepts as 

they are referred to in this Working Paper are described below. 

Aid and Official Development Assistance (ODA) 

Aid is the term that is generally used when referring to money, and sometimes donations in-

kind, that is directed towards helping people who are poor or who have experienced a 

disaster or conflict. This aid can be given in a variety of ways, including: by a government to 

a government; by a member of the public to a Non-Government Organisation (NGO); by a 

government to an NGO; by a business to an NGO; by an NGO to a community; by a 

philanthropy to an NGO; or by a government to a multilateral institution, such as the United 

Nations Development Programme.  

 

The term Official Development Assistance (ODA) is used for official government aid flows. 

The Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the Organisation for Economic 

Cooperation and Development (OECD) defines ODA as: “those flows to developing countries 

provided by official agencies, including local and regional governments, which: are provided 

with the promotion of economic development and welfare as the main objective, and are at 

concessional financial terms, with loans having a grant element of at least 25%”.183 

 

When discussing New Zealand ODA and the entity that manages these funds this Working 

Paper generally uses the phrase ‘the New Zealand government aid programme’. Sometimes 

‘New Zealand ODA’ is also used. When the term ‘aid’ is used it refers to the broad set of 

actors that are engaged in the delivery of funds, or donations in-kind, that aim to improve 

the lives of poor people and expand their opportunities, or assist those experiencing disaster 

or conflict. 

Development and Aid 

This Working Paper defines development as: a long-term process of societal change, with 

the aim of improving the quality of life and expanding opportunities for all people, 

particularly the poorest. The basic unit within which development occurs remains the 

sovereign nation-state, despite growing forces that erode and transcend state boundaries. 

While all states continue to develop (because all states engage in an on-going process of 

societal change), in the area of global international relations states are often labelled as 

‘developed’ and ‘developing’. A state that is ‘developed’ has reached a certain level of 
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income, opportunities and quality of life for its people. States that are ‘developing’ are 

striving to achieve an improved level of national income, opportunities and quality of life for 

their people. 

 

Development is influenced by many factors. These include: the movement of people within 

and between countries, inter-connections with globalised businesses and markets, 

international relations between States, national and international action on challenges such 

as climate change, the ability of State governments and institutions to act to improve the 

lives of their citizens, a country’s geography, disasters and conflict, and institutions such as 

cultural norms. States have varying degrees of power to control these factors, depending on 

their resources and capabilities. 

 

International aid is one component of this complex world within which States strive for 

development. Aid can be used to assist and support governments and people to improve the 

living conditions of the poorest people in their country. This is why aid is sometimes referred 

to as ‘development assistance’ – funds to help a country achieve development. 

 

Aid is not a panacea. It cannot fix all things. Aid policy is one area of policy that developed 

country governments can take action in to build a secure, fair and prosperous world for all 

people. There are other developed country policy areas that impact on development in 

other countries. These include migration, environment, climate change, debt relief, trade 

and security (in its wider sense, including customs, biosecurity etc.). 

Policy Coherence  

A government aid agency can act to ensure that all government policies promote 

development in developing countries. This means ensuring that the other areas of 

government policy outlined above (such as migration or border security) are shaped to at 

least be consistent with a government’s aid policies, assisting development in developing 

countries. In the world of ODA, this area of work is called ‘policy coherence’. Policy 

coherence is an important component of the New Zealand government aid programme’s 

work, one that raises significant challenges to a ‘whole of government’ approach to aid. 

Policy coherence emerges in this Working Paper once or twice, but the subject area is too 

large to address in a meaningful way in this Working Paper. Policy coherence is different 

from aid and non-aid foreign policy alignment, which is discussed in this Working Paper. 

Aid Policy and Non-Aid Foreign Policy: Alignment 

Foreign policy can be defined as “the sum of official external relations conducted by an 

independent actor (usually a state) in international relations”.184 Foreign affairs involve the 

peaceful conduct of relations between States and other entities, predominantly other 

States. These relations can involve issues as broad as trade, human rights, global institutions 

and aid. 

 

Aid policy is a sub-set of foreign policy. In order to be clear about this, this Working Paper 

uses the terms ‘aid policy’ and ‘non-aid foreign policy.’ Some of the quotes used in this 

                                                           
184 Hill, C., 2002, The Changing Politics of Foreign Policy, Palgrave Macmillan: New York, p. 3. 
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Working Paper use the generic term ‘foreign policy’. In general, it is clear from the quote as 

to whether the author is referring to non-aid foreign policy or foreign policy that includes aid 

policy. 

 

For the purposes of this Working Paper policy alignment is defined as achieving coordination 

between New Zealand aid policy and non-aid foreign policy. This coordination exists along a 

continuum from one end where aid and non-aid foreign policy are totally coordinated to 

achieve the same goal, to the other end where aid and non-aid foreign policy are connected 

but not necessarily coordinated to achieve the same goal. The degree of alignment achieved 

is political, related to how New Zealand articulates its aid policy goals and its non-aid foreign 

policy goals, and its general interests overseas. Where the most desirable place is to be 

situated on the continuum is contingent on how these goals and interests are articulated. 

Economic Development and Economic Growth 

Economic development and economic growth are often treated as one and the same. This is 

because economic development can be measured by economic growth, which is the change 

in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) over time. When asked in parliament what a change in 

focus to ‘sustainable economic development’ would mean, Minister McCully stated that 

“[s]ustainable economic development will require NZAID to focus its programmes more on 

economic growth…”185 He made similar statements elsewhere, such as:  

 

 “That mandate [for the New Zealand government aid programme] will now require a 

clear focus on sustainable economic growth...”186 

 

This statement is slightly different to the actual Cabinet decision of May 2009, which agreed 

that the NZ government aid programme mandate would be: “to support sustainable 

development in developing countries, in order to reduce poverty and to contribute to a 

more secure, equitable and prosperous world”.187 But within this overarching mandate the 

core focus was agreed as “sustainable economic development”.188 MFAT’s 2011 

                                                           
185 New Zealand Parliament, 25 February 2009, Written Parliamentary Questions: Response from 

Minister McCully to Question 651 from MP, Phil Twyford, Accessed on 6 January 2012 at: 

http://www.parliament.nz/CmsSystem/Templates/Documents/DetailedListing.aspx?NRNODEGUID=%

7b93D84A6A-18BB-479A-B7D2-177B413E667A%7d&ps=0&search=-1826267166 
186 McCully, M., 2009, Speech to the New Zealand Institute of International Affairs, Accessed on 7 June 

2011 at: http://www.beehive.govt.nz/speech/speech-new-zealand-institute-international-affairs-0 

Also in: Ventner, N., 2009, Why McCully is Reining in NZAID, Opinion, Dominion Post: Wellington, 

Accessed on 16 June 2011 at: http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/archive/columns-

commentary/2395317/Why-McCully-is-reining-in-NZAid; McCully, M., June 2009, Speech to the 

Pacific Wave Conference, Accessed 29 May 2011 at: http://www.beehive.govt.nz/speech/speech-

pacific-wave-conference; McCully, M., May 5 2009, Aid Overhaul Essential to Ensure Our Dollars 

Reach Those in Need, NZ Herald: Auckland, Accessed on 16 June 2011 at: 

http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz-foreign-aid/news/article.cfm?c_id=1500904&objectid=10570326 
187 MFAT, 2011, International Development Policy Statement: Supporting Sustainable Development, 

MFAT: Wellington, p. 2. 
188 Ibid., p. 3. 
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International Development Policy Statement emphasizes this: from education to health to 

security, non-economic aspects of human existence are justified in terms of their 

contribution to productivity and economic development or growth.189 At least in terms of its 

stated mandate and policy documents, the NZ government aid programme is now 

predominantly about promoting economic development/growth in aid-receiving, partner 

countries. Because of this, this Working Paper refers to economic development/growth as 

the New Zealand government aid programme’s dominant focus, rather than the higher-level 

statement regarding sustainable development. 

 

                                                           
189 Ibid., p. 7. 


